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FOREWORD
This refrigeration £ystem selection report was prepared in preliminary
form at the conclusion of an eight month systems study which extended from
December 1969 through July 1970. This final version of the report has been
restructured, but is essentially the same in content as the preliminary form.
In August 1970 NASA-MSC directed that VMSC work under this contract,
which was scheduled to proceed into preliminary design of the recommended
system, be put in a hold period. This action was taken to permit development
of overall NASA planning for missions/vehicles for which a preliminary design
could be prepared. Studies of large 60 man earth orbit space bases prominent at
the start of this work were subsequently scaled down to separate space stations
with diameters of 33 ft, 22 ft, and eventualj_r 15 ft modular components carried
to orbit in the shuttle cargo bay. Modular space stations, experiment modules,
and the shuttle orbiter which all possess limited radiator area now appear as
the most likely vehicles for which a preliminary design of a refrigeration system
could be made. The mechanical vapor compression system recommended herein could
be particularly beneficial for use on the emerging space shuttle orbiter during
ferry flights, pre-launch operations, orbital mission phases, flyback, and post
landing operation.
The primary influencing factor on application of the vapor compression
system is the electrical power penalty allocated to the system as is discussed,
and analyzed parametrically herein. In retrospec~ the lowest power penalty applied
herein of 300 Ib/kwe may be somewhat high for the 7 day shuttle mission where
reserve capacity of the fuel cell power plants is used intermittently. New
guidelines are presently being formulated as well on the fail operational, fail
operational, fail safe requirements of the power system which can affect power
penalties. In addition, the original cost assumptions made for the overall
effectiveness trade studies of five competing refrigeration systems appear to
have been significantly low, but it is believed that the overall conclusions and
recommendations drawn 14 months ago remain valid.
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/1.0 SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the various refrigera-
tion machines which could be used to provide heat rejection in Environmen~al
Control Systems (ECS) for lunar surface and spacecraft applications, and
to select: (1) the best refrigeration machine for satisfying each individual
application, and (2) the best refrigeration machine for satisfying all of
the applications. Conventional single phase pumped fluid radiators were con-
sidered in the eValuation as a baseline only: the purpose of the study was
to select the best refrigeration system and not to choose between conventional
radiators and refrigerated heat rejection systems for the specific applica-
tions.
The refrigeration machines considered in the study included:
(1) Vapor compression cycle (work-driven)
(2) Vapor adsorption cycle (heat-driven)
(3) Vapor absorption cycle (heat-driven)
(4) Thermoelectric (electrically-driven)
(5) Gas cycle (both reversed Brayton and reversed Stirling
cycles) (work driven)
and (6) Steam-Jet (heat-driven)
Various working fluids were considered for each type of refrigeration
machine, and a selection of working fluids was made for each machine.
A preliminary screening of the types of refrigeration machines was also
made, resulting in the following specific refrigeration machines and
working fluids being considered in the trade study:
(1) Vapor compression using Refrigerant 12 or 22, depending on
system size
(2) Vapor absorption with Refrigerant 22 (R22) and Dimethyl
Ether of Tet~aethylene Glycol (E-18l) as working fluids
(3) Vapor absorption with Lithium Bromide (LiBr) and water
as working fluids
(4) Vapor absorption with LiBr/H20 working fluids and a tur-
bine/compressor to recover work from the absorbent flow
stream
(5) Vapor adsorption using water as the refrigerant and type
l3X zeolite as the solid adsorbent
(6) Conventional radiator with R2l coolant (included for
comparative purposes only)
A computer routine was written which calculates performance of
the candidate refrigeration machines under various operating conditions.
The optimum weight system for each of the candidate machines in each
application can be found with this computer routine. The computer rou-
tine determines a specific weight for each machine which includes power
penalty, required radiator area penalty, and thermal energy source penalty.
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The significant operating parameters are the effective environment heat
sink temperature and the required evaporator temperature.
An Effectiveness Function was used in the refrigeration machine
selection. The Effectiveness Function considers not only the optimum
refrigeration system weight, but also the system volume penalty, main-
tenance requirements, redundancy requirements, technical risk, and
development and fabrication costs. The Effectiveness Function relates
these items through trade factors which are dependent on the mission
(e.g., launch cost in dollars per pound, crewman time cost in dollars
per hour, etc.), and accountable factors which are dependent on the
particular refrigeration system (e.g., system weight in pounds, required
crewman maintenance in hours, etc.). Both of these factors were esti-
mated for the _·nr-~:-t generation of spacecraft, and for the spedLc refrig-
eration systelli~.
The selected refrigeration system for each mission considered
is given below:
Mission
Earth Orbit
Lunar Orbit
Lunar Surface Base
Lunar Surface EVA
Transmartian
Space Shuttle (3 )
*Notes
Refrigeration System
Vapor compression(l)*
Vapor compression(l)
Vapor Adsorption
Vapor Absorption, LiBr/H20
with a turbine/compressor
Vapor Compression
Vapor Adsorption(2)
Vapor Absorption, LiBr/H20
with a turbine/compressor
\Tapor Compression (4 )
(1) The conventional radiator system is superior to vapor com-
pression unless the sink temperature is high or there is a severe shortage
of available radiator area.
(2) Vapor compression is a strong third.
(3) Only the orbital portion of the shuttle mission was considered,
although the refrigeration system may well be more competitive when con-
sidered for all mission phases.
(4) For the assumed area limited situation, the vapor compression
system was superior to a conventional integral radiator (even on a specific
weight basis), but was inferior to a deployed conventional radiator system.
2
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The recommended order for development of the various types of re-
frigeration machines is:
(1) Vapor compression because it is the superior system in near-
term applications (space shuttle and space station), it is applicable to all
missions, and it is the superior system in the greater number of applications.
(2) Water adsorption in zeolite, because it provides a lightweight
system in hot environments, it is insensitive to radiator (condenser) coatings
degradation (because of the - 200°F operating temperature), it eliminates
technical problems in zero-gravity refrigerant/absorbent separation common to
most heat-drixen refrigeration machines, and it provides a completely independent
approach should any problems develop in application of the vapor compression
refrigeration machine.
(3) Freon absorption using R-22 and E-181 as working fluids. This
system has the advantage that it utilizes low-grade waste heat. This refri-
geration machine has the disadvantage that it req\lires zero-gravity liquid/gas
separation, and it has limited applicability;
(4) Water absorp~ion using LiBr/H20.wqrking fluids with a turbine/
compressor to recover energy from the absorbent flow. This is the lightest
weight system for a hot environment, however, it involves great development
costs and high technical risk.
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/2.0 INTRODUCTION
Refrigeration systems for manned and unmanned spacecraft have not
been used to date for rejecting vehicle ECS loads because of the convenient
availability of a low temperature sink for heat rejection by radiation from a
conventional pumped fluid radiator system. The low effective sink temperature
is achieved by the use of radiator coatings with controlled spectral properties.
However, with increasing time in the space environment, the properties of the
coatings tend to degrade~ thus increasing the effective sink temperature and re-
ducing the heat rejection capacity of the radiator system. In currently
operational manned spacecrat't, coating degradation has not been a signifi-
cant problem because of the relatively short mission durations and the
availability of relatively large areas ~n the vehicle exterior which could
be used for radiator panels.
The designers of the next generation of spacecraft will, in most
instances, have difficulty in obtaining sufficient integral radiator area
on the vehicle exterior because the heat rejection requirement of a manned
spacecraft tends to grow linearly with the vehicle volume, which
grows faster than the vehicle exterior, and because more of the available
exterior area will be required for experiments, access doors for mainten-
ance and repair, viewing ports, and docking facilities for other spacecraft.
Furthermore, the presence of supporting equipment (such as solar cells, solar
absorbers, experiments) and docked vehicles tends to significantly increase·
the effective sink temperature and thus to reduce the heat rejection per
unit of radiator surfac~ area. Thus, designers of future spacecraft will
probably be faced ~ith the choice of using deployed radiators (to increase
area ana to reduce the equivalent heat sink'temperature), or of using a refrig~
eration.system to increase the heat rejection temperature of the radiator.
The purpose of this study is to select the best refrigeration system
for use in advanced spacecraft from the wide variety of mechanically, ther-
mally, and electrically driven systems which are available. The selection
must be made in the context of the space application, which places a premium
on weight, volume, power requirements, reliability, and, more recently, on
recurring cost. For long-d~ation spacecraft, maintainability and spare parts
requirements are also signifieant and must be considered. Lastly, the develop-
ment cost and technical ris~ of the system must be considered.
Seven unique future missions are identified in the study, and assump-
tions about the state of space technology in the future time frame were
made. It was assumed that large space stations were operational in the time
frame of reference, along with reuseable shuttle systems from the earth's
surface to earth orbit, and from earth orbit to lunar orbit (See Figure 2-1,
and References[l] and [2]).
Potential refrigeration machines were identified, and after a pre-
liminary analysis, were screened to five candidate machines. A computer
routine was prepared to optimize each of the candidate refrigeration machines
for the selected missions. An effectiveness function which considers all
significant parameters was then used to determine the most effacacious
refrigeration machine for each mission. A recommendation of the best
refrigeration machine for development was made based on the results of the
selection for the various missions.
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/ which
3.1
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM SELECTION CRITERIA
This section discusses the missions on which a spacecraft refrigera-
system might be required, design requirements, system integration factors
affect selection, and selection criteria.
Missions
/
There are some potential missions on which refrigeration systems
could be beneficial. In general, these include:
(1) Orbital missions involving large vehicles operating in close
proximity to each other, so that the "effective" radiation sink temperature
is increased.
(2) Miss~ons involving vehicles with large internal heat loads
relative to the surface area available for use as radiators.
(3) Missions involving long-term, or repetitive use of a vehicle
such.that a long-term degradation of radiator surface optical properties
results in a high "effective" radiative sink temperature.
(4) Lunar surface missions of more than one month duration, so
that the hot lunar "noon" must be endured.
(5)
involve solar
~s an ~;c:ample
Planetary' missions which involve flight trajectories which
distances of less than one A.U. (the "opposition" Mars mission
of this).
The use of refrigeration systems on the above missions is obviously
not the only solution which would be available, but it is one alternative.
The primary purpose of 'this study is to identify the type of refrigera-
tion system which is the leading candidate for use in an advanced spacecraft.
Since there are no firm committments for future spacecraft development at
this time, several possible missions were considered in this stUdy.
(1 ) Earth Orbit
(2) Lunar Orbit
(3) Lunar Surface Base
(4) Lunar Surface EVA
(5 ) Mars Exploration
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3.2 Design Requirements
In order to establish the range of operating conditions, and other
significant characteristics of future manned spacecraft, a literature review
was conducted. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 present the results of this review (based
on data from References [1] - [7] and the contract statement of work [SOW]).
Some of the parameters in Table 3-1 have wide ranges of values by virtue of
definition in the SOW. ' The evaporator temperature range is more likely to
be 35 to 45°F than the specified 0 to 65°F. The effective environmental
sink temperature lower limit of -78°F is the maximum value which will occur
in the most favorable radiator orientation (i.e., always facing away from
the sun) in a 270 n.m. orbit (Reference [$]). The upper limit of +lOOoF is
based on an upward facing radiator in the bottom of a shallow crater on the
lunar surface at l~llir noon; the radiator optical properties areE = 0.9 and
0(= 0.3. In the evaluation of the candidate refrigeration systems, the specific
environments for each of the baseline missions are considered. The radiator
area penalty is varied parametrically from 0.1 lb/ft2 to 2.0 lb/ft2 for each
mission. However, in the selection of refrigeration systems radiator weights
which are reasonable for the particular application are accorded the most
significance. The range of values is considered to demonstrate the impact
of radiator weight on refrigeration system selection. The range of power
penalties of 300 lb/kwe to 700 lb/kwe was specified in the SOW, and this
represents a reasonable range of values to be expected in the immediate
future. These values refle~t a fail~operational,fail-operational. fail-
safe reliability criteria. The SOW specified that it was to be assumed that there
is no waste heat penalty. The upper limit of 100 lb/kwt was based on an estimate
of the maximum weight of interface equipment necessary to deliver the waste heat
to the refriger_ation system. VehicJ,,~ heat load variesfroJIl 3500 B~/hr for a
lunar surface EVA to 150,000 BTU/hr for a large space base. Heat load ranges
were selected for each particular mission to demonstrate the effect of heat
load on system selection.
Table 3-2 lists the baseline missions considered in the study, and the
specific parameters used in refrigeration system sizing for each mission. The
basis for the parameters such as heat load, environment sink temperature, power
penalty, etc. is given in Appendix B.
3.3 Vehicle Integration
Integration of the heat rejection system into the vehicle can have a
significant impact on refrigeration system selection. The ground rules for
safety, reliability, maintenance, etc. can also have a strong influence on
system selection.
For example, systems currently under development, such as the space
shuttle have a fail-operational, fail-operational, fail-safe reliabilitycriteri~ for the power system, while the heat rejection system has a fail-·
operational, fail-safe reliability criteria. Thus, a refrigeration system
which consumed large amounts of power would be more favorable if it used a
dedicated power system rather than the primary sysjoem power suppJ,.:y bec~use of
the difference in reliability criteria. Decisions on use of a dealcated power
supply would h~ve to be made by the program management on each specific vehicle
as it is developed.
7
TABLE 3-1
EXPECTED RANGE OF OPERATING CONDITIONS
FOR REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
Parameter
Expected Range
Evaporator
Temperature
Effective Environmental
Si"rik Temperature
Radiator Area
Penalty
Electrical Power
Penalty
Waste Heat
Penalty
Available Waste Heat
Temperature
Vehicle Heat Load
0.1 to 2.0 LB/FT2
300 to 700 LB/KWe
o LB/KWt
300 to 400°F
3,500 to 150,000 BTU/HR
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In earth orbit the power penalty for sun-side operation is much lower
for solar cell power systems than for full orbit operation. This is because
batteries are used to store energy produced on the sun-side nf the orbit for
use on the dark-side. The battery storage represents a significant portion
of the power penalty for solar power systems. It would be possible to design
a refrigeration system to cool down the structure of the vehicle on the sun-
side and to absorb heat on the dark-side of the orbit. Flight experience with
Apollo suggests that is a plausible approach. Fusible heat sink devices could
be applied to this same concept. A similar concept would be to use a refrigera-
tion system (with its large power demand) on the sun-side of the orbit (where
power is available at a low cost), and to use a radiator system (with its low
power requirement) on the dark side of the orbit (where the effective sink
temperature is low and power cost is hlgh). The power penalty for complete
orbit operation for solar cells is in the range of 300-350 Ib/Kw
e
at a minimum,
while the power penalty for ~un-side only operation is in the range of 125-150
Ib/Kw .
e
All of the above concepts for reducing power penalty are vehicle or per-
haps even mission oriented, and are difficult to consider in a general evalua-
tion of refrigeration systems for use on future spacecraft.
System integration factors may also have an impact on the radiator
area penalty. If the spacecraft has a meteoroid shield, the radiator can be
integrated with the meteoroid shield at the cost of only the tubes which are
welded to the shield plus the associated headers, return lines, valves, etc.
For a conventional single-phase pumped fluid system using a halocarbon (e.g.
Refrigerant 21) as the coolant fluid, the required tube diameters are very small
(about 1/8 inch in diameter) so that the radiator area weight penalty may be
as low as 0.1 Ib/ft2 . In another case where there is limited external area
available for use as radiator surface, then deployed radiator panels would be·
required. The space shuttle orbiter is a candidate f~r this type of system.
The radiator weight penalty may be as much as 2 Ib/ft in such a case.
The availability of vehicle external area for use as radiator surface
is obviously very highly dependent upon the individual spacecraft and on the
vehicle heat rejection requirements. Refrigeration systems offer another
dimension in heat rejection £ystem selection since the required radiator area
can be reduced at the expense of power penalty.
The use of waste heat to drive an absorption refrigeration machine offers
some interesting system integration possibilities. Waste heat used to drive
the absorption refrigeration machine reduces the amount of heat which must be
rejected through the power system radiators. However, for this to result in a
savings in power system radiator size and weight, the refrigeration system would
have to accept a fixed amount of waste heat from the power system at all times:
This is probably not a particularly stringent demand for an absorption refrigera-
tion machine, however, this might necessitate a change in the reliability
criteria for the refrigeration system heat rejection equipment from the life
support system level (fail-operational, fail~safe) to the power system level
(fail-operational, fail-operational, fail safe).
Any discrepancy between the temperature level required to drive the
refrigeration system and the optimum heat rejection level of the power system
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would result in a penalty to the power system. The optimum heat rejection
temperature for a Brayton Cycle Nuclear Power System would be about 275°F
as compared to the availability range of 300-400oF given in the SOW. The
optimum temperature required for driving the refrigeration system would be
in the range of 350°F-600°F.
Integration of a refrigeration system into a spacecraft has an
interesting effect on the required radiator area. For a work-driven machine,
the coefficient of performance (COp) is
COP = heat load (qL)/work input(w)
The required heat rejection is then
qr = qL + w
and, substituting COP for w from the above equation for COP,
qr = qL + 9.L..- = qL (1 + c~p)
COP
7lBTU/hr ft2=
qr~A= <r e [Tr 4 - Ts 4]
qr';A= 95 BTU/hr ft 2
1 1qr = qL (1 + COp) = qL (1 + 3"") = 1.33 qL
:. ql'lIA = 95 BTU/hr ft 2
1.33
For a mechanical vapor compression machine, the COP may be much larger than
unity; in most instances for spacecraft it will be 3 or4 as discussed in the
Appendices. Thus, the amount of heat to be rejected is 25%-30% greater
for the refrigeration system than for a single-phase fluid radiator. However,
the heat rejection temperature is much higher. In a typical case a refrigera-
tion system with a COP of 3 and a heat rejection temperature of 110°F operating
in a OOF heat sink environment would yield a heat rejection per unit radiator
area of
65°F,
and a
would
For the pumped fluid system with an average radiating temperature of
which would correspond to a radiator inlet temperature of around 90?F
radiator outlet temperature of 40°F, the heat rej ection per unit area
be
= 48 BTU(hr ft 2
*~A is radiator fin effectiveness times radiator area
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Thus the pumped fluid radiator system would require about 50% more radiator
area than would the mechanical vapor compression refrigeration system.
For a heat-driven refrigeration machine the situation is somewhat
different. The system COP is
COP = heat load (qL)
heat supplied (qH)
The required heat rejection is
substituting from the equation for COP for qH
For absorption refrigeration machines, the COP is normally around 1/2
(though it can be higher; the best commercial units have a COP of about 0.7).
Thus the heat rejection for an absorption unit is:
This indicates that an absorption unit operating with a heat rejection
temperature of 110°F would need to reject about 2.25 times as much heat
as the vapor compression system, as indicated below
(qr)abs
(qr)v.C.
= = 2.25
Thus the absorption system requires 2.25 times as much radiator area as the
vapor compression system. In order to reduce the radiator area requirement
to the same level as the mechanical vapor compression system, the heat rejec-
tion per unit area would have to be
= 2.25 ~7]
v.C.
= 2.25 (95) = 215 BTU/hr ft 2
The required radiating temperature would be approximately 205°F. Of course,
increasing the condenser temperature to this level would have the effect of
reducing the COP, so an even higher temperature would be required.
The above gives an example of the types of system integration consider-
ations which are difficult to evaluate in a general study, but which could
have a profound influence on a specific system selection study.
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3.~ Selection Criteri~
The purpose of this study is to identify the order of priority which
should be attached to development of candidate refrigeration systems for
potential application in unspecified future spacecraft. The approach taken is
to rank the systems according to desirability for various types of systems for
potential future missions which can be identified (as given in Table 3-2).
These rankings can then be evaluated to identify the single system which is most
suitable for early development. This selection is based on applicability to
the various missions, flexibility, and, cost. Applicability to the early
vehicles, and the probability that the vehicle will actually be developed are
significant param~ters in the overall evaluation.
Table 3-3 lists the parameters which are considered in the refrigera-
tion system ranking. An attempt was made to quantify these factors to arrive at
a realistic ranking of the candidate systems (which are described in Section
4.0). Appendix A presents the effectiveness function which was used to rank
the competing systems. Appendix B presents the application of the effective-
ness function to the refrigeration system comparison, and also presents the
supporting data used in the quantifying of the trade parameters. In Appendix
B, an attempt is made to convert all trade parameters to a common basis:' in
this case 1970 dollars were the common base. This allows competing systems
to be compared on a single basis. (The basis is dollars above a common base,
not absolute dollars. This is explained in Appendix B.)
Aside from the inherent difficulties in quantifying some of the
parameters, there is also the problem that dollars in one year are not
really interchangeable with dollars in another year. This is because
Federal Agencies work from budgets that are established on a year-to-year
basis by an external force and the allocated funding level cannot be
exceeded in a given fiscal year, and must be spent within that year (however,
there is some slack in this part of the system). The result is that large
peaks are not tolerated (except in very unusual circumstances) and large
valleys are not allowed to occur. For example, this policy hinders the
spending of large amounts of development money in one time period to vastly
reduce recurring costs in the future. Thus, dollars-in one year-are not di-
rectly trade~ble with dollars in a future year. (It should be realized that
this problem impacts the trade factors in the effectiveness function even if
some banis other than dollars were used. This is because the problem is
inherent in trading development costs and recurring costs, and is not related
to the way in which the trade is made).
After the ranking of systems for each mission is complete, then the
ranking for immediate development priority is made. This ranking takes
into aCCOlli.t subjective factors such as flexibility, applicability to near-
tern programs, and applicability to all missions.
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TABLE 3-3
SELECTION CRITERIA
d
Factor Degree of Comments
Difficulty in
Ouantitizinq
Weight Straight Forward Traditionally used in industry, sometimes as the only
selection criteria (in well developed technology,weight
usually reflects other parameters such as cost and volume).
In aerospace;weight becomes less important as launch system
capability improves.
Volume Straight Forward Importance depends on the 1auncn '~ys tem; for systems \~ith
characteristically high packaging, density and volume can
be considered to be reflected by weight. However, when
widely different systems are competing, volume must be
considered.
Development Cost Difficult Usually becomes more important as a particular technology
matures. Capital availability is a significant factor in
establishing significance on a particular program.
Recurring Cost Difficult Usually becomes more important as number of units to be
produced increase$ significance is related to current and
future capital availability.
Ma i nta i nabil ity and Very Difficult Becomes more important as life of system increases.
Repa i rabil itv
Rel iabil ity Very Difficult Becomes less significant as technology matures. Systems
become more redundant and repairable, so failures can be
tolerated.
Redundancy and Very Difficult Redundancy is required with long life systems because cost
Spares factors tend to result in lower component reliability.
Spa~~~ requirement can have strong impact on system volume gn
-
..,i:>i nl
Technical Ri sk Very Difficult High technical risk becomes less acceptable as technology
matures because dramatic breakthroughs are not required to
achieve mission objectives, and development costs
become more significant (since available capital can be
used profitably to exploit current proqrams.)
System Integration Very Difficult As technology matures the trend is toward modular components
which can be easily integrated into any system. System
integration is important (and expensive) when vehicle
capabilities are limited, and missions are ot the "one-shot"
variety. Subsystems developed for general future use should
not be dependent on use of another particular type of sub-
system (e.g. a specific type of power system).
Flexibi 1ity Subjective Very important when system is not developed for a specific
application. Can be a significant factor in reducing costs
as technology matures (since it can reduce both development
and recurring costs).
Ava ilabil ity Subjective Can significantly reduce development and recurring costs of
a vehicle if subsystems which are available can be used.
Reduces technical risk in subsystem development if similar
components exist.
-
4 . a CANDIDATE SYSTEMS .
This section presents the various types of refrigeration systems
which could be used in spacecraft, the preliminary screening of the systems,
and a description of the systems selected for detailed evaluation.
4.1 Types of Refrigeration Systems
Table 4-1 presents the various refrigeration processes ~hich were
considered in this study. Mechanical vapor compression is the most widely
used of all refrigeration processes, and is now encount~red almost daily in
the life of most Americans in the form of air conditioning or food preserva-
tion. Vapor absorption processes comprise the bulk of the remaining refrigera-
tion equipment now in service. Othe~ processes are either commercially non-
competitive, or have special applications such as the use of the reversed
Brayton Cycle for aircraft cooling (mechanical vapor compression is also
used in this service), or the Stirling Cycle to provide cryogenic cooling.
Thermoelectric systems are used primarily in military electronics cooling.
These refrigeration processes are discussed and analyzed in some detail in
preliminary reports submitted in this work (References [9] - [11]). Table 4-1
presents some of the conclusions drawn in those reports.
4.2 Candidate Refrigeration Systems
The refrigeration systems selected for detailed consideration are
(from Table 4-1): .
(1) Mechanical vapor compression using a halocarbon as the
refrigerant.
(2) Vapor absorption using R22 as the refrigerant and E181 as the
absorbent.
(3) Vapor absorption using water as the refrigerant and lithium
bromide (LiBr) as the absorbent.
(4) Vapor absorption using water/LiBr, and augmented by a turbine/
compressor (this system is described in Section 4.3. 2 ).
(5) Vapor adsorption using water as the refrigerant and synthetic
zeolite as the adsorbent.
Reasons for the selection of these systems (dr~wn from the advantages and
disadvantages indicated on Table 4-1) are as follows:
(1) Mechanical vapor compression w~s chosen because it is the most
widely used system in terrestrial applications, it has a characteristically
high COP, it is compact, and it is relatively simple to control. The large
power requirement is the only severe drawback.
(2) Vapor absorption systems offer the advantage that they require
very little shaft work, and are primarily driven by low grade energy in
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the form of heat. This feature is potentially attractive for integration
with nuclear power sources through utilization of waste heat. There were three
sets of fluids chosen for evaluation: R22/E18l offers good performance with
fluids which are suitable for use in regions of the spacecraft. which do not
always have close thermal control; LiBr/water offers excellent performance,
however, the water may have to be protected from freezing, and there is a
possibility of solid salt ~orming in return and delivery lines if temperature
limits are not maintained; LiBr/water with a turbine/compressor offers higher
condenser temperatures coupled with a good COP. The main disadvantages of
these systems are the need for a zero-gravity separator (for separation of
the refrigerant and the absorbent), a relatively large heat rejection
requirement, and possibly some control difficulties.
(3) The vapor adsorption systew was selected because it is heat-
driven, and it does not require zero-gravity separation of fluids. The use
of water as the refrigerant permits relatively efficient operation with very
high condenser temperatures. Disadvantages of this approach are a large fixed
weight for the adsorbent bed, and a COP of less than 1/2 which results in a
large heat rejection requirement (this is off-set to a large degree as far
as radiator area is concerned because very high condenser temperatures can be
used). The sulfur dioxide/silica gel system which was once used commercially
was not considered because sulfur dioxide was considered to be too toxic for use
in a manned spacecraft.
(4) Steam-jet vapor compressor has some attractive features from the
standpoint of use of waste heat for refrigeration, particularly if the
spacecraft used a steam power plant. This system also has the advantage of
requiring no rotating machinery, and no zero-g separation of fluids. One of
the primary disadvantages of this system in terrestrial applications is the
high vacuum required in the evaporator (about 0.12 psia); atmospheric leakage
into the evaporator dramatically reduces performance. However, in the hard
vacuum of space,leakage into the evaporator would not be a factor. The
inherently low COP of the steam jet refrigeration system results in a very
high heat rejection requirement, which is a severe liability. As the con-
denser temperature is raised, the amount of steam which must be employed
increases dramatically, reducing the COP, increasing the heat rejection
requirement, and increasing the size of the return pump, piping, etc. These
factors combine to make the system non-competitive for condenser temperatures
above 120°F (with a source steam temperature of 350°F). This system was not
chosen for further consideration because it has no clear-cut advantage over
the adsorption system, and it has a much more limited operating range.
(5) Gas cycle refrigeration has found wide application in the air-
conditioning of high performance commercial and military aircraft, where the
reversed Brayton Cycle with air as the working fluid is used. The reversed
Brayton Cycle is uniquely suited to air-conditioning of aircraft, since the use
of air as the working fluid eliminates the need for heat exchanger equipment
between the working fluid and the air (as would be required with a mechanical
vapor compression machine) and permits open-cycle operation. The inherent low
COP of the reversed Brayton Cycle is off-set because there is no large heat
rejection required (due to open-cycle operation) and the power penalty associated
with the use of jet engine compressor bleed air is small. The result of these
17
factors is that the Brayton Cycle air-conditioning unit for use with jet
aircraft is very compact and lightweight. Except for the use of air as the
working fluid, these advantages are not applicable to spacecraft, where the
very low COP imposes a large power penalty, and the low COP coupled with
the impracticability of open-cycle operation result in a large heat rejection
requirement. The only significant advantage of the Brayton Cycle for space-
craft refrigeration is the lack of a requirement for "zero-g" fluid separation.
This advantage is more than off-set by the disadvantages.
(6) Gas cycle refrigeration employing the Stirling Cycle, which
is comprised of two constant volume, and two isothermal processes, is usually
not competitive with vapor compression. machines in terrestrial applications.
The Stirling Cycle is able to achieve cryogenic temperatures in a single
stage, which gives ~~ an advantage over compound machines in produc~ng
cryogenic temperatu~es. This has led to widespread use of the Stir~ing Cycle
for provision of cooling at cryogenic temperatures to infrared detectors in
military applications. For provision of spacecraft ECS heat rejection, the
Stirling Cycle would be similar to vapor compression units except that COP
would be somewhat lower, and the inability to use a direct condensing
radiator, which the vapor cycle may be able to do, offers a lower potential
than the vapor cycle. For this reason the Stirling Cycle was not selected
for further application.
(7) Vortex tubes are primarily used where a high pressure supply of
air is readily available, and the unit is required to be compact, light-
weight, and inexpensive. They are used in terrestrial applications such as
cooling men wearing protective clothing in industrial facilities and in ground
cooling of small;unmanned spacecraft prior to launch. The extremely low
COP of this refrigeration technique makes it unsuitable for use in manned
spacecraft where closed cycle operation is mandatory.
(8) Thermoelectric devices have inherently low COP's when operating
between the temperature levels normally encountered in a spacecraft ECS, i.e.,
from a low temperature side of around 40°F, to a high temperature side of 90-
IlboF. The advantages of direct conversion of electricity to cooling effect in
a compact unit with no moving parts is more than off-set by the high penalties
for power and, for beat rejection equipment associated with spacecraft.
4.3 Description of Refrigeration Systems Selected for Detailed Evaluation
This section describes the candidate refrigeration systems in more
detail. It also describes a typical spacecraft radiator system which has been
included in the detailed evaluation as a baseline. (In some environments the
radiators are not effective because of the radiation environment; the lunar
surface at noon is an example of this. For example, a radiator in a crater
with a 10 to 1 diameter to depth ratio, with optical properties of II( = 0.3
and €= 0.9, would have a radiation equilibrium temperature of 100°F at lunar
noon) .
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Mechanical Vapor Compression
The vapor compression refrigeration system has been extensively used
in commercial applications, however, it has not been used to date for manned
spacecraft applications. The system operates with a high COP even in severe
thermal environments and, therefore, minimizes radiator area requirements.
However, since shaft work is mandatory in its operation and this energy source
is expensive in space, the system equivalent weight is highly sensitive to the
power penalty factor.
Ideal Cycle
The ideal vapor compression cycle (FigQ~e 4-1) has a COP near that
crf the Reversed Carnot Cycle. In the vapor com~ression cycle, heat is
transferred during constant pressure vaporization and constant pressure conden-
sation of a refrigerant fluid. With working fluids which have relatively high
latent heats of vaporization the system flowrate is much lower than in the
conventional radiator, thus effecting some weight savings due to the smaller
heat exchanger surface required, etc. In the ideal cycle,vapor from the
evaporator is compressed in an isentropic process and then, in the condenser,
heat is rejected at constant pressure from the fluid to the environment, as the
vapor is condensed. The refrigerant leaving the condenser is then in a saturated
liquid state. To bring the pressure back down to that of the evaporator, the
fluid passes through an expansion valve in an irreversible process. This
process flashes a portion of the fluid and reduces the temperature of the two-
phase mixture to the evaporator temperature. Finally, this mixture of liquid
and vapor refrigerant is returned to the evaporator where the liquid is
vaporized at constant pressure by heat removed from the refrigerated space.
Actual System
An actual cycle will differ from the ideal cycle in several ways.
Losses due to f~uid flow friction and neat transfer to or from the surroundings
occur. Irreversibilities exist in the compressor as well as in the necessary
heat transfer processes. Additionally, compressors operate most effectively
·with fluid in a vapor phase.: Introduction of a mixture of liquid and vapor
may cause mechanical problems and decrease the efficiency of the compressor.
To insure that the pipe friction losses do not cause the condensation of any
vapor between the evaporator and compressor, the saturated vapor is usually
superheated a few degrees in the evaporator. A more economical system (in
terms of system weight~ incorporates an intercooler between the fluid leaving
the evaporator and that exiting the condenser.
The intercooler is essentially a heat exchanger that causes heat
transfer from the high temperature, high pressure saturated liquid to
the lower temperature saturated vapor. The result is that superheated vapor
enters the compressor as a single phase fluid and subcooled liquid enters
the expansion valve. One disadvantage of superheating the compressor
suction vapor too much is that the increased specific volume of the
vapor increases the work of compression required. But, subcooling the liquid
allows an increase in the amount of heat that can be added to the fluid through
19
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the evaporator. The net effect of intercooling in this manner is that single-
phase vapor flow to the compressor is insured without superheating in the
evaporator, with no change in the total refrigerationerfect (with R12 there
is a slight improvement according to Carrier in Reference [12]).
System Operating Limits
The evaporation and condensation pressures (and thus temperatures) used
in the vapor compression cycle have a strong influence on the magnitude of the
COP. Decreases in the evaporator pressure or increases in the condenser pressure
result in a reduction of the COP. This is because the ideal cycle COP is re-
duced and the work required to increase the pressure of the working fluid in
the compressor increases, and the net amount of heat that can be absorbed per
unit of refrigerant flay in the evaporator is decreased. Another consi1€ration
is that low evaporator ~essures mean larger refrigerant. specific volumeB,
and consequently larger equipment. Increased pressures reduce the specific
volume and the size of the equipment, but require that the system components
be designed to withstand the high internal pressure (thus resulting in
increased weight).
The permissible operating limits of the system involve the physical
properties of the refrigerant used. Since a change of phase is involved,
the temperature levels of the evaporator and the condenser must be below the
critical value. For best results, it has been found that pressures and
temperatures near the critical should be avoided. A secondary limit may be
imposed by the freezing· temperature of the working fluid, when it is possible
for the system to encounter that temperature even when the system is non-
operational.
The particular mission requirements under consideration involve
. operation between limits of 30-50oF up to 14o-16ooF. These limits are well
within the operating limits of several commonly used refrigerants. The primary
limiting factor in fluid selection is the power penalty associated with produc-
tion of the necessary shaft work to drlve the compressor.
Control of the system to minimize power consumption will be of prime
importance in the spac€craft application; because of the inherently large
power penalty. A simple on/off control system could be used; however, this
might increase the size of the spacecraft power system. An integrated control
system such as is used in commercial buildings to reduce the power demand,
could be used to advantage. Figure 4-2 shows a mechanical vapor compression
system with a complete control system to reduce power consumption during part-
load operation. The system shown has a centrifugal compressor with variable
guide vanes and a variable speed drive to achieve efficient operation at
reduced load; the expansion valve is controlled to allow operation with varying
condenser pressure, and there is a central controller to interpret signals
received from sensors and select the optimum operating conditions.
In order to optimize the performance of a mechanical vapor compression
system, a direct radiator/condenser should be used, rather than using a separate
single-phase cooling system which receives the heat load from the refrigerant
21
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in the condenser, and which transfers the heat load to space through a con-
ventional pumped fluid radiator (termed herein a secondary radiator). Not only
does the direct condenser/radiator reduce weight because of the obvious savings
from elimination of the pump, fluid, HX, etc. for the secondary radiator, but
also the direct condenser/radiator requires less radiating area than does the
secondary radiator. This is because the heat transfer irreversibilities in
the intercooler HX between the refrigeration loop and the secondary radiator
loop result in a lower heat rejection temperature from the single-phase radiator
than the condenser/radiator would have. In addition, the uniform tube temperature
of the condenser/radiator results in a higher radiating fin effectiveness
than can be attained with the secondary radiator.
Potential Problem Areas
The high state of development 01" mechanical vapor compression
refrigeration systems in commercial operations provides a low technical
risk associated with development of this system for spacecraft application.
The primary technical problem areas are related to operation of the
system in a zero-gravity environment (which is required for some potential
missions). Development of a compressor which can operate in zero-g is a
necessity; basically this is a lubrication problem. It is also vitally
important to perfect the condenser/radiator because of the gains in thermo-
dynamic cycle efficiency and the reduction in system hardware associated with
Use of this concept. Finally, a control system which insures optimum
operating efficiency for all heat load and thermal environment variations is
needed.
4.3.2 Va~or Abso!J?tion Systems
tT - T )jX TGenerator _CondenserGenerator
The basic elements of a vapor absorption system are a condenser,
evaporator, absorber, pump~regenerator and generator, as shown in Figure 4-3.
The evaporator and condenser function ~n the same manner as in the vapor
compression cycle; however, the compressor is replaced by the absorber,
liquid pump and generator. Since the vapor pressure of the refrigerant
(solute) is reduced in the presence of the solvent, the refrigerant is con-
densed at low pressure and intermediate temperature in the absorber forming
a strong (in solute) liquid solution. This strong solution is supplied to a
pump to increase its pressure and then passes through a regenerative heat
exchanger to the generator. In the generator, the solution temperature is
increased by energy supplied by an external heat source thus vaporizing part
of the solute refrigerant and producing a weak liquid solution. Since a zero
or low gravity field is assumed, a two-phase flow of refrigerant and weak
liquid solution will leave the generator and the two phases must be separated
in a zero "g" separator. (In terrestrial applications, the phase separation
is accomplished by density gradient, which is a gravity dependent process.)
The weak solution is throttled down to the evaporator pressure and is returned
to the absorber through the regenerative heat exchanger. The refrigerant vapor
is condensed, throttled, and then evaporated by the low temperature heat load as
in the vapor compression system. The vapor absorption system has a theoretical
COP, which is given by the following equation:
~r ]'" Evaporator(COP)Theoretical - (T T )Absorber Evaporator
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The first term on the rig~t of the equation represents the ideal or Carnot COP
of the refrigeration portion of the cycle, and the second term represents the
efficiency of the power portion of the cycle. It is obvious that the efficiency
of the power portion of the cycle will be enhanced as the generator temperature
is increased. The generator temperature is limited by the thermodynamic proper4
ties of combinations of refrigerants and absorbers, and also possibly in thi's
case, by the available waste heat temperature. By the above equation, the theoret-
ical COP for an absorption system operating with an evaporator temperature of
40°F, a generator temperature of 350°F, and an ambient temperature of 100°F
would be: [500 J @10-5601
(COP)theoretical = 560-500 [ 810 ]= 2.57
In an actual case, however, the working fluid properties coupled with the heat
transfer irreversabilities in the system reduce the Carnot COP and power por-
tions of the cycle by about 50% each. Thus the a-~ual COP will be about 1/4
of the theoretical, or about 0.64 in this case. The COP of the best commercial
absorption refrigeration systems is about 0.7.
The choice of working fluids for the vapor absorption cycle is
governed primarily by three properties of the refrigerant and the absorbent:
(1) the critical temperature of the refrigerant (solute), which should be much
larger than the condenser temperature (Which is dictated by the external
environment); (2) the vapor pressure of the absorbent, which should be small;
and (3) the quantity of the refrigerant easily absorbed in the absorbent, which
should be large, implying a large heat release accompanying the formation of the
solution of refrigerant and absorbent (i.e., a large deviation from Raoult's Law).
In addition to these primary considerations, it is also desirable in the space-
craft application for the refrigerant to have a large heat of vaporization, a
low freezing point, and good chemical stability at high temperatures. The
absorption systems sele~ted for detailed evaluation are discussed below:
R22/E181 Absorption System
A vapor absorption system with"working fluids of R22 and dimethyl
ether of tetraethylene glycol (E-18l) is shown schematically in Figure 4-4.
Included in the system are a "zero-g" separator and a "zero-g" rectifier, which
are needed in weightless environment applications. Because of the large weight
penalty incurred with secondarY radiator loops, the absorber, intercooler and
condenser are considered "to"~e integral parts of direct radiators. The system
shown in Figure 4-4 uses a hydraulic motor rather than an expansion valve such
as is used in more conventional systems. The hydraulic motor is used to remove
work from the high-pressure weak solution as the weak solution is expanded
to the absorber pressure. The work obtained from the hydraulic motor is used
to drive the system pump, thus reducing the electric power needed to driv~
the pump. This is significant for ~pplications involving a large electrical
power weight penalty, suah"as'is usually the case in spacecraft.
Certain physical properties of the working fluids limit the range of
temperature over which the system can be applied. Refrigerant 22 is not
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recommended for service involving continuous exposure to temperatures in
excess of 350°F in the presence of aluminum and oil. Thus, the temperature
in the generator and the COP are limited by the materials which are available
for use. The system was optimized as a function of a refrigerant concentration,
generator temperature, and condenser and absorber temperatures for operating
conditions representative of earth orbit and lunar surface applications. The
following system parameters were used in the optimization process:
Absorber Concentration:
Generator Concentration:
Generator Temperature:
61% (Mole fraction of R-22)
35.4% (mole fraction of R22)
350°F
The most significant technical problems with the R22/E18l absorption
system involve the development of an efficient zero-g separator, for separation
of the refrigerant vapor and the liquid absorbent, and the development of
"direct" condenser and absorber radiators whicL"will operate with a wide range
of heat loads and external environments. (The use of a secondary radiator system
"greatly increases system weight because of the additional hardware required,
and because of the attendant loss of thermodynamic efficiency). The required
control system for this system will be much more complicated than that shown
in Figure 4-4, and development of this required control system will also be a
significant technical problem area.
Lithium Bromide - Water Absorption Cycles
In commercial applications, the simple lithium bromide-water absorp-
tion cycle, which is shown in Figure 4-5 is employed. This system, with the
inclusion of a zero "g" separator, may be used without serious modification
in earth orbital applications. However, for more severe thermal environments
such as on the lunar surface, the physical properties (in particular, the
precipitation of the solid salt LiBr) limit the useful range of the cycle.
The basic cycle was modified, as shown in Figure 4-6, to incorporate a compressor
to raise the pressure of the refrigerant from the low values required with a
40° to 55°F evaporator to a level compatible with a high temperature absorber.
A steam driven turbine was added to power the compressor, and a high tempera-
ture mixer/absorber provides condensation of the turbine steam, as well as
dilution of the return lithium bromide, to prevent precipitation of the LiBr
in the regenerators. Thus, the system is actually an absorption refrigerator
with a self-contained power plant and vapor compression refrigerator. As a
consequence, the entire system operates at high temperatures except in the
evaporator, and the mixer/absorber for the turbine/compressor cycle functions
at a temperature which is about equal to that of the generator in the conven-
tional cycle.
Both the simple and the turbine/compressor LiBr/H20 systems employ
secondary loops to transfer the heat to the radiator(s). While the radiating
temperature is decreased thus increasing the required radiator area, secondary
loops are considered mandatory to prevent precipitation of solid LiBr and the
possibility of freezing of the refrig~rant (water). The radiator is greatly
simplified as a result (the heat load maximum-minimum ratio is only 2:1;
except when the system is inoperative) but the system is complicated by the
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necessity of extra components, controls, and a condenser and an absorber
wbich are integrated into the secondary loop heat exchanger.
The low load control problem of both LiBr/H20 absorption systemsis alleviated by use of the secondary loop to vapor~ze the liquid refrigerant
which passes through the evaporator. This procedure can be accomplished by
a heat exchanger thermal load leveler on the refrigerant line as shown in
Figure 4-5, or by a heat exchanger on the thermal load side to control the
inlet temperature to the evaporator as shown in Figure 4:6. This type of
control is highly desirable for spacecraft operation since heat load varies
with vehicle environment, internal activity, power profiles, etc. while
this refrigeration system operates at a single thermal load at all times.
However, the system can use additional waste heat to make up the decrement
in system heat luad during low load conditions.
The use of secondary radiator fluid loops for heat load control
greatly simplifies the control of the heat rejection system; however, the
refrigerator thermodynamic efficiency is greatly reduced. Indeed, for hot
environments the simple LiBr system is so limited in range (T[C d ]
. on enser -
TrE rl~ that the system is excessively large. The turbine/compressorsJst~Eo~i!~~~es this problem and significantly reduces the size of the
radiator. Due to the high radiator temperature the system is not very
sensitive to coating degradation and the low power requirement makes it
insensitive to the power penalty factor. The large number of components in
the system, however, results in a large system weight, and in a low system
reliability, which, in turn, requires a large amount of spares, redundancy,
and repair time.
4.3.3 Vapor Adsorption Refrigeration
Vapor adsorption is among the oldest methods of refrigeration, having
ori~inated w~th Faraday in the Nineteenth Century. Faraday used ammonia as the
refrigerant and silver chloride as the 'adsorbent; however, this process was
apparently never used commercially, and remained a laboratory curiosity.
The sulfur dioxide/silica gel system discussed previously was used commer-
cially; however, it is no longer in use. The water/molecular sieve system
proposed in this work has not been used commercially; one disadvantage is
the low evaporator pressure of 0.12 psia, ~hich makes atmospheric leakage
into the system intolerable. '
A schematic of the molecular sieve adsorption refrigeration machine
proposed for lunar surface application is shown in Figure 4-7. The machine
shown has four molecular sieve beds which are used for adsorbing refrigerant.
The four beds are alternated in being cooled by radiator fluid flow while
adsorbing refrigerant, and in being heated by fluid flow from a heat supply
while desorbing refrigerant. Adsorption takes place at the condenser outlet
temperature, and at the pressure corresponding to the vapor pressure of the
refrigerant at the desired evaporator temperature. Desorption is accom-
plished at as high a temperature as is consistent with materials limitations
and the available heat supply, and at a pressure corresponding to the vapor
pressure of the refrigerant at the condenser temperature. Other variations
are possible with regard to sequencing of radiator fluid flow through the
condenser and the adsorbent bed. The sequencing shown is not necessarily
the optimum.
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Analysis has shown synthetic zeolite type 13x to be the most effec-
tive adsorbent for use with water in an adsorption refrigeration system.
Since water is the working fluid, secondary radiator loops were considered
mandatory. Due to the high heat rejection temperature of the adsorption
system, the radiator is not,yery sensitive to coating degradation O~ -to change
in the environment. The fixed weight for the system is high; but since most
of that weight is in high reliability adsorption beds, the major factor
affecting the reliability is the large number of frequently cycled valves.
The low-load problem is alleviated by by-passing part of the secondary loop
flow to increase the evaporator load to maximum capacity at all times. The
heat rejection is reduced by this method and the maximum/minimum ratio is
a very modest 1.5/1 resulting in a very simple radiator system design.
4.3.4 Conventional Pumped Fluid Radiators (for Comparison Only)
The pumped fluid radiator heat rejection system is a highly developed
and space qualified system (currently operational on the Apollo Mission). A
typical advanced mission system shown in Figure 4-8 can be employed whenever
the effective radiation sink temperature is lower than the temperature at
which the thermal load is required. The working fluid, which could be ethylene
glycol-water or one of the halocarbon family, picks up the heat load in the
cold-side of a heat exchanger and then flows through an external radiator
which consists of series and/or parallel flow tubes. Heat is rejected to
the environment (sink) by radiation heat transfer from the radiator surface,
thus cooling the working fluid which then flows through a circulation pump
back to the cold side of the heat exchanger.
Since the radiator must be designed to reject the maximum heat load
in hottest expected environments, low internal heat loads in cold environ-
ments can cause the radiator 'fluid to freeze in the radiator making the heat
rejection system inoperative. Techniques such as selective stagnation and
two-dimensional radiators (Reference [13]) have been developed by VMSC to
solve this problem and no new developments, other than detail panel design
and system iritegrationfor the specific' application are required.
The spectral nature of the radiation environment in space provides
an effective means of attaining low sink temperatures by judicious selection
of coatings. However, due to the nuclear particle and ultraviolet radiation
bombardment of all spacecraft surfaces, the radiator coatings degrade in
long-term use resulting in an increase in the effective sink temperature.
Other factors such as reflection and radiant interchange between other space-
craft and/or deployed equipment also reduce the heat rejection per unit area
and increase the radiator area requirement. The only significant penalty for
a 'large radiator system is for the radiator surface area, thus the penalty
factor assigned for the radiator area is of prime importance. The use of
integral external spacecraft structure which must be present in any event re~
sults in very low penalties for the radiator area. However, for large space-
craft; the internal heat generation per unit of external area increases
rapidly as do the requirements for deployed equipment, viewports, hatches,
docking ports, etc. The available external integral area may be insufficient
so that deployed radiators may be required, thus significantly increasing
the weight and complexity of the system. For some environments, such as in
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a 10:1 crater at noon on the lunar surface, simple radiators cannot be
employed because of a very high sink temperature so that no heat rejection
would be possible without some thermal radiation shielding. Shielded
radiators tend to be heavier and bulkier than conventional radiators, and
they impose orientation constraints. Shielded radiators also present a
complicated design problem for each specific application, and were not
considered for comparative purposes in this study.
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5.0 SYSTEM COMPARISON
This section presents the comparisons of candidate systems which were
made in this work. These include a comparison of the total specific system
weights, a comparison on the basis of the Effectiveness Function, and a com-
parison on the basis of subjective factors.
5.1 Candidate System Specific Weight Comparison
The specific weight for the refrigeration systems was defined as the
installed or "fixed" weight which includes all hardware and lines plus the
power penalty in terms of weight plus the radiator area penalty in terms of
weight. (Waste heat penalty could also be included, but this was usually con-
sidered to be zero). The power and radiator weights were considered in terms
of weight penalties because these two parameters are very strongly influenced
by specific vehicle design. DeLails of individual vehicle designs are, of course,
much beyond the scope of this work. Because of the wide variation possible in
these parameters, several penalties were considered in the weight comparisons.
Table 5-1 lists the specific values of evaporator temperature (TEVAP), effective
radiator sink temperature (TSINK), electrical power penalty (FEPP), and
r.adiator area penalty (FRAP) which were evalu~ted in the study. System weight
comparisons were made for each possible combination of the parameters, for a
total of 120 separate comparisons. The comparisons are made in terms of total
system specific weight (in lb/KWt ) as a function of system radiator (1. e.,
condenser) oper~i~g temperature~ The curves presented do not include~
weight for system redundancy, back-Up systems or ~pares. The weight.of a
redundant system would not be twice that shown, s~nce power penalty ~ncludes
power system redundancy, and a second radiator would require only additional
tubes and fluid, and would not require additional fin material and structure.
The computer routine used for determining the weight for each system
as ~ function of radiator temperature and for plotting and results is dis-
cussed in Appendix C. The specific runs made in this work, and all of the
specific weight vs. radiator temperature curves are given in Appendix D.
Figure 5-1 presents the specific weight versus radiator temperature for all
five candidate systems for a set of conditions which is similar to a space
shuttle orbiter application; that is, for an evaporator temperature of 35°F,
an environmental sink temperature of 20°F, a power penalty of 300 LB/KWe ,
and a radiator weight of 1 LB/ft2 . The results show that:.the vapor compressio"",·
system is the lightest out to a radiator temperature of about 120°F. Beyond
that, the complex lithium bromide/water absorption system is the lightest.
Of course, this heat-driven system is not really a candidate for the shuttle
due to lack of a suitable heat source. Figure 5-2 presents res~lts for a
set of conditions which is similar to a lunar orbiting station. The results
are very similar to those in Figure 5-1; the complex lithium bromide/water
absorption refrigeration system is the lightest, followed closely by the vapor
compression system. Consideration of redundancy requirements would alter these
results, since a backup vapor compression system would require only a small
amount of additional fixed weight while the complex lithium bromide absorption
system would require a great deal (primarily because this system essentially
includes a power generation system.) Figure 5=3 gives the results fora
Lunar Surface Base with a high sink temperature of 100°F. In this case,
the minimum weight systems are the H20/zeolite adsorption and the complex
LiBr/H20 systems, with the minimum weight occurring at radiator temneratures
. . ,
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TABLE 5-1 OPERATING CONDITIONS AND PENALTY
FACTORS CONSIDERED IN TRADE ANALYSE8*
Evaporator
Temperature (TEVAP)
Effective Sink
Temperature (TSINK)
Electrical
Power Penalty (FEPP)
Radiator
Area Penalty (FRAP)
Thermal Energy
Penalty
300, 500, and 700 LB/KWe
0.1,0.6,1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 LB/FT2
*All 120 possible combinations were evaluated by the Refrigeration
System Comparison routine for five active refrigerators and the
resulting plots are presented in Appendix D.
**The evaporator temperature of 35°F corresponds to a cabin coolant
retur~ temperature of 40°F; the 5 of difference represents the
temperature difference across the heat exchanger equipment~
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in the 200-230oF range. For rad~ator temperatures below 150°F the vapor com-
pression system is the lightest. It should be pointed out that these re-
sults are for the hottest period of the lunar day, and that an ordinary
radiator could be used throughout the lunar night, and for much of the lunar
day. Also, the power penalty of 300 Ib/KWe may be high because a solar
c~ll power system without batteries could be dedicated to driving the refrigera-
tion system, since it would only be required in the daylight period. This
would enhance the mechanical vapor compressioB ·system. Figure 5-4 presents
results for a Lunar Surface EVA Application. The results are much the same
as for the Lunar Surfa~e Base. It should be pointed out, however, that these
results are for a continuously operating system. If the EVA duration were limited
to 8 hours, then battery power could· be used with the result that the power
penalty would be about 40 Ib/KWe (for a Li-~uF2 secondary storage battery with
an energy density of 200 watt-hr/lb and a 60% depth of discharge). The power
penalty would thus be shifted to the base, but even there it would be lower
since the battery could be recharged at a lower rate and/or when power demands
are low. This would make the mechanical vapor compression system the lightest
with a specific weight of 120 Ib/KWt with a radiator temperature of 140°F.
Figure 5-5 presents results which are representative of a transmartian vehicle
application. The H20/zeolite adsorption and the complex LiBr/H20 absorption
are the lightest weight systems. In this application the use of a dedicated
solar cell system without batteries is possible, and this would enhance the
mechanical vapor comprezsion system.
The effect of radiator area penalty on system specific weight is shown
by Figure 5-6. The system specific weight has been optimized for radiator
temperature at each radiator area penalty. This figure shows that, for the
'conditions of 40°F evaporator, OOF sink, and 700 Ib/KWe power penalty, the
vapor compression system is the lightest for area penalties up to 0.72 Ib/ft2
(along with the conventional pumped fluid radiator which was included for compara-
tive purposes only)~ Above this radiator area weight penalty out to 21b/ft2
(the maximum value consldered), ~ne complex LiBr/H20 absorption system is the
lightest, followed closely by the H20/zeolite adsorption system. The reasonfor the advantage of these two systems at large radiator area penalties is
that they operate relatively efficiently with radiator temperatures in the
200-250oF range.
The effect of radiator area penalty on required radiator area is
shown in Figure 5-7. This curve shows that the complex LiBr/H20 absorption
and H20/zeolite adsorption systems require the least radiator area for any
radiator area penalty. This is because the use of water as the refrigerant
in these systems makes them efficient at relatively high operating temperatures.
More significantly, Figure 5-7 shows that the mechanical vapor compression system
shows an area advantage over the conventional pumped fluid radiator for radiator
area penalties above 0.6 Ib/ft2 . Of course, a reduction in power penalty from
700 Ib/KWe would shift the deviation point to lower values of radiator area
penalty.
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5.2 System Effectiveness Comparison
As discussed in Section 3.4, the five candidate refrigeration systems
(plus integral and deployed conventional radiator systems for comparative
purposes) were rated with an effectiveness function for the missions shown in
Table 3-2. The theory of the effectiveness function is presented in Appendix A,
and the application of it to refrigeration system comparison is given in
Appendix B, including sample calculations.
The specific factors considered in the effectiveness function were:
(1) Development cost
(2) Fabrication cost
(3) Launch costs
(4) Equivalent volume penalty costs
(5) Maintenance costs
(6) Redundancy and spares costs
(7) Technical risk costs
(8) Systems i~tegration and interface costs
The effectiveness function was evaluated in terms of costs; however, another
base, such as weight, could have been used. Thus, theoretically, the difference
in the effectiveness function for two systems represents the actual difference
in cost. The effectiveness function does not represent the actual cost of the
system; however, because many factors which are judged to be approximately the
same for all systems, . such as administrative costs, are not included.
The comparisons of the effectiveness function for the candidate systems
for the various applications are given in Figures 5-8 through 5-16.
Figure 5_8 shows a comparison of cost (above a common base) in millions
of dollars for seven possible heat rejection systems (the 5 basic refrigeration
systems considered plus conventional and deployed radiators for comparison), for
a space base mission with a $lOOO/lb launch cost. The bars show the cost for
systems with heat rejection capacities of 76KWt ~ 41KWt . The vapor compression
refrigeration system has a considerably lower cost than any of the other re-
frigeration systems. It is interesting that in this case, the vapor compression
refrigeration system is only a narrow loser to the conventional radiator systems.
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This is because the conditions considered do not demand a refrigeration
system, since there is a OOF sink temperature, and the mechanical vapor com-
pression system can be optimized with a low condenser temperature. Since the
refrigeration system uses a condensing radiator, and thus has an almost con-
stant temperature, the refrigeration system requires less radiator area than
the conventional radiator systems. Figure 5-9 shows the same comparison for
launch costs of $200/1b and $50/1b. The results are the same for both of these
launch costs, with the vapor compression refrigeration system being much less
costly than the other refrigeration systems.
Figure 5-10 shows the variance in ranking cost for the refrigeration
systems for variance in system cooling capacity and in power system cost.
The vapor compression system remains the lowest cost refrigeration system
for all variances.
Figure 5-11 shows a comparison of ranking ~ost for three refrigeration
systems and a deployed radiator system for an earth orbiting space station.
In this case, the vehicle heat lo~d is 120,000 BTU/hr (35 KWt ), the radiator.
sink temperature is 20°F for integral area and -78°F for deployed ~rea, and
the integral radiator area is limited to 2500 sq. ft. The results show that
the vapor compression refrigeration system has the lowest cost among the
refrigeration systems. The heat-driven systems were considered for this
application, but are not likely candidates because the space station will
probably be powered by solar cells - so no heat source will be available. It
is interesting to note that the Deployed Radiator System has the lowest cost
of the four candidate systems. The integral radiator system could not be
used in this case because of the limited area availability and the high sink
temperature.
Figure 5-12 presents a comparison of costs for a conventional radiator
system, a vapor compression refrigeration system, and a deployed radiator
system on an earth orbiting space shuttle. The conventional radiators and the
vapor compression system radiators are located on the cargo bay door interiors,
are limited in area to 900 sq. ft. and have an equivalent sink temperature of
20°F. The deployed radiator has an area of 1800 sq. ft. with an equivalent sink
temperature of -78°F. Figure 5-12 shows that the vapor compression system is
less costly than the conventional radiator system, and that the deployed
radiator system is the least costly of the three heat rejection systems. (Heat-
driven refrigeration systems were not considered because of the lack of a suitable
waste heat _source from the Shuttle Orbiter Power System .),
The Lunar Orbit Space Station results are given in Figure 5-13. This
figure shows the effects of a change in power penalty from 300-700 Ib/KW , and
it shows the uncertainty in system cost due to technical risk. The vapof com-
pression system has the lowest cost, even when considered under the worst cir-
cumstances, i.e., with a large power penalty (700 Ib/KW ) and with the greatest
expected cost for the vapor compression system comparedeagainst the minimum
expected costs for the other refrigeration systems. The heat-driven refrigera-
tion system costs are very similar in all cases.
Results for the Lunar Base application are shown in Figure 5-14. The
simple LiBr/H20 Absorption System is not shown because it will not function
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under the design conditions considered. With a power penalty of 300 Ib/KWe ,
the vapor compression system has a slight edge over the H20/Zeolite Adsorp-
tion System and the LiBr/H20 Absorption System augmented by a turbine/com-
Pressor. For a power penalty of 700 Ib/KWe , the H20/Zeolite Adsorption Sys-
tem and the LiBr/H20 Absorption system augmented by a turbine/compressor have
nearly equal costs, and are below the cost of the vapor compression system.
The R22/E181 Absorption System has the highest cost in all cases.
The Lunar Surface EVA mission results are shown in Figure 5-15. These
results show that the vapor compression system and the vapor adsorption system
are essentially tied with the lowest costs of any of the candidate systems.
This study considered the total cost of the systems; however, there was no
consideration of the EVA application weight and volume constraints, resulting
from the crewman's physical limitations. This is significant because the heat
rejection system used in an EVA application must ~ portable. The vapor com-
p~'ession system has some advantage over the.otber systems in this regard because
of the relatively short duration of EVA missions, which makes it feasible to
use battery power as previously discussed.
Figure 5-16 shows the results for the Transmartian mission. At a power
penalty of 300 Ib/KWe the LiBr/H20 Absorption System augmented by a turbine/
compressor has a narrow CDst advantage over the vapor compression system, and a
slightly larger advantage over the adsorption system. At 700 Ib/KWe theLiBr/H20 Absorption System has the lowest cost followed closely by the H20/
Zeolite Adsorption System with the vapor compression system third by a margin
.of $30 million.·-- donsid~ring system cost uncertainty due to technical risk
the vapor compression system remains third, but by a much smaller margin of
only $10 million.
5.3 Subjective Evaluation
The earliest potential application for a spacecraft refrigeration
system is in the space shuttle orbiter. The mechanical vapor compression
system is the only serious' candidate (among refrigeration systems) for
this application. The mechanical vapor compression system is the only
candidate system which is applicable to all missions. If a shuttle orbiter
refrigeration system were developed, then all of the previous effectiveness
analyses would be shifted very strongly toward the vapor compression system,
since it would then have lQwer development cost, lower technical risk, etc.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA~ION0
6.1 Conclusions
The following significant conclusions have been reached in this
refrigeration system comparison:
(1) The vapor compression refrigeration system has the lowest cost
of any refrigeration system in four (earth orbiting space station, space
base, shuttle, and lunar orbit station) of the seven applications presented,
and is essentially tied with vapor adsorption in one other application (the
Lunar Surface EVA). Other considerations, primarily the system portability
requirement which limits system weight, make the vapor compression system the
favored system in the EVA mission also. The vapor adsorption and vapor
a,bsorption (LiEr/H20 with a turbine/compressor) systems have the lowest cost(and are about equal in cost) for the Lunar Base and tne Transmartian Excursion.
(2) The mechanical vapor compression system is the only refrigeration
system which is applicable for all missions.
(3) The earliest, and one of the most prOmlSlng, applications for
a refrigeration system is in the space shuttle orbiter. Even though the vapor
compression refrigeration system is more costly than a deployed radiator sys-
tem in earth orbit, it offers some advantages in vehicle operational simpli~ity
(e.g., reduced orientation and maneuvering constraints). The vapor compres~
sion system offers advantages since it can be used in all pre-flight, flight,
and post-flight phases in shuttle orbiter operation.
(41 Reat~driven refrigeration machines offer little advantage in earth
orbital operation because of low COP's which greatly increase heat rejection re-
quirements and thus radiator area requirements. For lunar surface operation some
advantage can be gained with these machines if they are designed to operate with
a very high condenser (and thus radiator) temperature. The H20/Zeolite Adsorp-tion system is well suited to this type of operation; however, it has the dis-
advantage of requiring a very high (500°F range) heat source. The availability
of waste heat at this temperature is strongly dependent on the power system. A
power system using a Brayton cycle would be severely penalized if it supplied heat
at this temperature, whereas a thermoelectric system would not be penalized.
(5) The vapor compression system is the only refrigeration system
which can be applied to spacecraft in the near-term because the early space
station will be powered by solar cells, and the space shuttle will be powered
by fuel cells, so there will be ~o waste-heat at a temperature suitable for
driving a refrigeration system on either of these vehicles.
(6) If the vapor compression system were developed for the early
missions then it would be more attractive for the later systems than the
results indicate because development costs would be amortized over a greater
number of flight units.
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(7) Without going to 200°F radiator temperatures, the vapor compression
system is muc.h more effective in reducing radiator area requirements or in
performing with a radiator area limitation.
(8) For a space station with limited area availability, the vapor
compression refrigeration system offers an alternative to a deployed radiator
system. A refrigeration system could be used to augment a conventional radia-
tor system during -periods. of high heat loads or of exposure to unfavorable
external environments.
. L92 The consideration of redundancy req~irements Las was done with the
E:fectiveness Function) enhances the mechanical ~apor compression system rela-
tlve to the heat-driwensystems. '
(lO) The vapo~ adsorption .syste~ ranks second to vapor compression
in the" overall comparlson of refrlgeratl0n system costs.
(11) ~he vapor adsorption system has the advantage that it requires no
liquid-gas phase separation. (The vapor compression system may inv01ve
separation of liquid lubricant and vapor refrigerant).
6.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made based on the results of this
work:
(1) Vapor compression is the most promising refrigeration system for
spacecraft applications, and development of this system should be pursued.
The preliminary design to be executed as a part of this contractual effort
should be on a vapor compression refrigeration system.
(2) The philosophy on assignment of power pem:L.lties for spacecraft
refrigeration systems should-be evaluated in light of the variance in relia-
bility requirements between the power and environmental control systems.
It appears that a power supply dedicated to a refrigeration system would not
require a higher reliability than the refrigeration system itself. The
assigned power penalties should also include consideration of intermittent
operation over the mission lifetime and use of reserve installed power system
capacity.
(3) The vapor adsorption refrigeration system should be investigated
for ap~~ication where a he~-driven system is desirable.
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APPENDIX A
EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY
This Appendix was extracted from
AFAPL-TR-68-135 Volume III
Extravehicular Activities System Effectiveness,
Missiles and Space Division - Texas
LTV Aerospace Corporation, January 1969
A-I
.",
A.PPEIiDE A : '.
EFFl::CTIVENESS METHODOlOOY
1. EFFE~rIVBNE3S ~~A3URE
In the context of ml11tar) operations analysis and systems evalu-
ation, it Ull:I.y be di1'ficult to arr1ve at a single Effectiveness Index
which is both workable aed comprehensive. This 18 ofen the case in
subsystem develo~ent areas where the requirements are 8till general
or 1n the forvative state. This section discusses the selection and
\.lse 01' an Effectl"/eness Index of a subsystem when the overall system
re;uiremeLts bod properties may not yet be tu'::"~ known. Thi8 1s done
, by derlvine: a raDk.iDg model fran the constralDed optimizat1on problem,
u31ne so-called 'trade factors". These are partial der1vat1ves of the
Accou~table Factors, concept data deemed m08t likely to eventually de-
term1ne overall system effect1veness. Methods ot esttmat10g the8e
trade factors within error bounds are g1ven w1th a sensit1vity analysis
technique for paired comparisons of SUbsystem cand1d&tes.
a. Accountable Factors
Accountable Factors Xi are those th10gs deemed 1D08t pert1nent
to the problem.. It the emphasis is on the evaluat10n of canpet1ng
systems the Accountable FactorS are u8ually thoae phy81cal charac-
teristics of the mission and the systems wh1ch d1st1Q8Uleh one Sys-
tem from another, e.g., we1ght,.reliability, accuracy, etc. Cost 1s
alse a factor but·lr.a.y be kept separate so that first a purely tech-
nical evaluation may be made before mak10g one which 1ncludes cost. '
b. hffect1venes8 Function
...
The Effectiveness Function
( 1)
1s defined to be a real valued function of the m Accountable
Factors Xi' It mayor may not have a physical inte~pretation such
., Uti: Dollars per p~nd of payload in orbit; launch rate per year;
r::r, Sortie rate per bomber squadron, etc. But 1t 18 essential that
it M.v~ what 1s sometimes called the Monotone Property: In the per-
mlafinlp. rR~e of th~ variables, 1t it il 1ncrealing monotoDe, then
a!;y io,:reaae 1D E II1UlIt e1gnify an increase ,1n desirability, and
" ice ve!",aa if it is decrea81ng monotone.
!:.xb.lTl!-'les of _hat we might cl'l.ll Mixed Indicel (i.e., havina no
'ph;;:HClll \.lnhe of rr.eaeure) m1p;ilt include:
·E •
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·t't£li., !C·',~iL. ' ..:- 8 tI·.I.1t.al.'}t~ ~.OdeA 1'01" '~c.mr6.l"1Dg t.',;o space booster Syf}"
t'::£-.lr. (J-()j1er t.rl~ '~(,Il8t.n:'iL\'t:' qf fI. flxcd m.unber of launch1ng pads and
prc("f~efjl~ fu.c1l1t1es. It haG tile Increasing "',oootone property.
l~. r.:lJg.bi~ tlUC ljE a au1 talJle index fOt' canpar1ng t',;o booster systetIi8
tlL'!1tltT, •... ldcly 11U'fereot launch ~('ncepts aod :10 constratnts on the
!J' l.'t'h~·!· . 'f ),tlUTl(;h 8ites. Here e.QrHtlonl'11 A':cooctable Factors m.tght
..mve t(i ~}~, .i-',l';.,"·';~l'.lC(H'" 1:>uch ('HI fixed COtlt.s 1:'.n1 reci..:..'i.cg coste, tnt:
tot:ll c.~.:J.:t;t"r 01' J.lllas:i ('US ~() be prov1ded for, etc.
TJJ~ f' ••.•~;; ~ u'~ au efi'-::,::thuj(;68 ttl.nction g1ven in egw:.-"ion (2)
sb'.T.: .. :.t.<S.';. t.b.e rt::c1pn>cal or l; woold serve e~ually well. It woold.
th!t~ i'~":.i.Y~ :'heiecreaa1ng Iwnotone property. Also the logarithm of
.'~ "Co.'.:!.'l :';;'';.f·V2. 'i!.a a lAe3S'lool.i:'e of effectheoes3 aod would have the in-
C,i; :,ad.ug :roc·Jtone pr~rty. It. fa~t, any ooe-to-on~ transformation
of t~l': e:ffe·..:tivel:ets function c:r e.~' or the accC1UIltable factors
\IOU10. produ~e an a8soc1ated effectiveness function baving the de-
sired mOI!otolll! property.
d. The Ranking Problem
Given a su1table Effectiveness Index E as def1ned in (1), aild
g1ven n systems to be evaluated and compared, we may think of
hav10g an (m x ll) ~trix of .data represent1cg the m value. at each
of the m accountable factors cn each or the n system., i.e.,
H • .. the value at the ith
aCCWDtable factor-
on system J .
, .
1'0 r'~LlY ·~h.eGe we 'wculd m.ere~.y substitute the valueD in the eftec-
t1veDe~~ fu.nct1oL 1n (1) and ccu:.pa~·e the result1cg values at E •
Tblfi ignores two problelrJ3:
neea ~\~t,lon cc:mpletely, aDd
our IA"~~h .
! l' ,
\ )
(2 )
\</e may not knO'ol the Etfect1ve-
There uy be uncertainties in
2. ~1';.f0.D()JI.(}Y DEVELO~lfl' (FIRST OEDER)
To dec..l ...l~~h the two queation8 above, we first linearize the eftec-
tiveo.ess [\2.:ld;l.cln and proceed +;'0 finel. quantities which may yet be esti-
mated and yet r~nn1t ranking if not absolute evaluation. Later we w111
extend thia to a eecond order case. Let the effectiveness fUnction in
(1) be develcped 1n a 'raylolo's Ser1es w1th remainder as follows: Let
Ar 3
I
( 4 )
~j • the J~ system
parameters
• a reference system
or coordinate origin
L€t the 1ocret:ects froIl: the point c be defined by
• (5)
Then by use cf Taylor's series with remainder we get
r'(!j) F(£.) ( 1) • + ~F~l) + RJ= + h1J F1 + • .
1o'here: F(l) ar Ii '. oXi £
(6 )
;. SliUJT.e the remainder RJ is essentially constant for all sy.tems J .
:'cte that it does not have to be _11 for Q.U' purposes, but we require
that it be essect1ally constant in the region of interest. Then we de-
fine the First Order Ranking Index to be
Ell .. F(!j ) -F( £) -R jj F(l)
b
It
:: 2 hijt i (1)
1.1
1o'hel'e
t1 r(l) / FC 1) • J F / ()F I ~ xb I•
c)xi UXb c • - ~xi1 b £
16 defined 8S the First Order T{ade Factor with respect to a suitable
base factor Ab tor which . F~l) is not zero..
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--::-,,------ --- .. ' --
rh),\i ·",e call l'ar.a MJY t'oiO syatemswithCllt KnO\o'lng the absolute value
ot toe ::;ff",::t1veoeso function. All \ole need 18 the difference in the values
ot t:l.: ran.l(1llg index ~j for the two systems. let us cons1der two systems,
J.p and j.q, and let
E* .. !,'*
-
F;~N ~'p 'i
m m
.. ~ h1pt 1 - ~ h1qt 1 (8)
> • 1.1.1. ......
~ct,e thnt-1':pq 5.: defined 1n (8) becaDes knmm «hen the system data
hiJ hod ~:Oe t:i.'ade fa.ct.ors t1 becanes known, but that the actual dif-
ference
1s st ill unknown. However, knowing E~ 1s sutf1c1ent to perform a rank1ng.
DI!:P'DirrIO~: As a matter of convenience 1n further dlllcuu10n we define the
~11e8t value of E • F(x) to be best, i.e., system p ranks before system
q 1r 'the "true" difference Epq 1s uegat1ve.
3. SENSITIVITY AliALYSIS (FIRST ORDER)
S1nce the First Order Trade Factors t1 al developed preceding are
nO\o' the key to the l'&nk1ng model, we n~ed to assess the sensit1v1ty of
the r&r.lklog to the possible errors 1n their est1DBt1on. Assume
where L1 • "tn\e" value or trade factor 1
E1 • "error' 1n eBt1mat1ng ~1
Then from (8) and (10) we get
where
( 10)
( ll)
'II ';,rue' difference iu 'yltem "'coree .. '
04.-5
• error' dUterence 1n system "scares."
Then fran (11)
I
EW E"EW - - pq
~ ~+ + IEpq It..P-i
m
~ Ew+ I I hip - h1qll f 1 I1.1
Hecce for the true" difference E'pq
i.e. I if
(12 )
(13 )
(14)
kw-
-E+
P-l > 1 (15 )
Note that the ratio k., aa def1ned 1n (15) may be interpreted aa the
proportion by which alr\he trade tactor errore ~ 1 ccu.ld grow .1mul-
tane(..'U61y and yet satisfy the inequality in (15), and hence 1n (14) and
(13) . Thus 1f kW - 2.0 for example, then all the errore Eo j coulddouble in Bize and (13) would 8t11l hold.
. .DEFINTI'IO~: The :::Utterence Epq in observed .corea 18 .18n1f1cant when-
ever the ine\iual1t1es 1n (14) aDd (15) hold. Tbh imp11e. that the 1n-
equality (13) hold. and that the ranking at Iyatem p over sy.tem q
18 s1gnjfic&nt.
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APPENDIX B
COMPARISON OF REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
BY THE EFFECTIVENESS FUNCTION
The total cost of a refrigeration system for lunar surface and
spacecraft applications includes not only the development and construction
costs, but also the launch costs to deliver the system to the use location
and penalties for volume, maintenance, repair and redundancy. Because
launch systems have been weight critical in the early years of manned
spaceflight, particular attention has been given to the weight and volume
of systems. However, for advanced launch sY$tems (such as the space shuttle)
all of the above factors assume significant_~oportions;thus, the selection
of a re~rigeration system to use in advanced spacecraft must quantitatively
eValuate all system characteristics. An effectiveness function_has
been developed to provide a systematic method of relating all quantities to
a common base. This function, since it is defined in such a manner as to
quantitatively assess the relative or absolute importance of all factors in
the performance of a specific task, has the monotone property, that is the
function either increases with increasing costs and penalties or it decreases.
It is not necessary that the function always increase or that it have a
particular set of units. (The function could be evaluated in dollars, pounds,
per cent, maintenance hours or on a non-dimensional basis); but it is required
that each factor be quantitatively related to the others in proportion to its
importance in the mission. An analytical discussion of general effectiveness
methodology is presented in Appendix A. The application of the method to
the development of refrigeration systems for lunar surface and spacecraft
applications is discussed in the following sections.
1.0 THE EFFECTIVENESS FUNCTION
The effectiveness function is defined herein to assess the
relative costs of competing systems for a particular application. The
function is evaluated in dollars so that the system which has the minimum
value of its function represents the most e.ffective utilization of resources to
perform the heat rejection task for a spacecraft environmental control system
(ECS). Inherent in this method is the assumption that development costs and
launch costs and any or all combinations of accountable factors can be traded
at will against each other (subject to weighting factors, herein identified as
trade factors and noted with small letters). This essentially assumes that
weights, volumes, etc. of the systems under consideration are never so large
as to require a major modification of the launch system or the spacecraft. '
The equivalent cost of each accountable factor, i, is evaluated
for each system, j, and summed to obtain the total cost as follows:
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--.., (Eq. B-1)
=+
DEVELOPMENT
COSTS
EQUIVALENT
VOLUME
PENALTY
COSTS
j
j
+
+
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
COSTS
j
j
+
+
LAUNCH
COSTS j
REDUNDANCY
AND
SPARES
COS-TS
where:
+
EQUIVALENT
COSTS FOR
TECHNICAL
RIBKS j
+
SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
AND
INTERFACE
COSTS j
+
EQUIVALENT
COST
.. OF
OTHER
li'ACTOR-S j
F.
J
x.
1
= The cost of system j to perform the heat rejection
task, in dollars ($)
= The trade factor for accountable factor, i, in
$/LB, $/Unit, $/Ft3 , etc. (Trade factors are a
function of the mission and the vehicle)
x.. =lJ The value of the i
th
accountable factor for system
j, in LB, Units, Ft3 , etc. (Accountable factors are
a function of the individual refrigeration systems)
For convenience, each of the factors are identified by letters rather than
subscripts as follows:
F.
J
where for each
1 W.
= ....,(NR). + q(UC)J' + bq W
J
. + bqv (V
J
. -....J..)
n J _ v
+ t T. + fqFWT + l (TR. + SI. + RC.) (Eq. B-2)
J n J J J
refrigeration system j, the accountable factors are:
NR.
J
UC.
J
W.
J
V.
J
T.
J
=
=
=
=
=
Non-recurring (development) costs in dollars($)
Unit cost in dollars per KW of cooling ($/KWt )
System specific weight including penalties for power
and radiator panels, in pounds (LB/~)
System specific volume in cubic feet (FT3/~)
Astronaut or crewman repair time in hours (hr)
FWT = The specific system fixed weight excluding penalties
for power and radiator area. (A redundant loop is
assumed in determining the radiator penalty). In LB/KWt
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TR = Technical risk associated with the development, in
dollars ($)
S1 = System integration and interface costs associated with
the application of system j to a mission, in dollars
RC = Other factors which might be applicable to particular
systems, in dollars
And where for all refrigeration systems the trade factors for each mission are:
n = Number of units required
b
v
=
=
La~nch costs in $/LB
Launch system volume penalty in LB/Ft3
t = Value of crewman time to performance maintenance in $/hr
f = Redundancy launch cost in $/LB (the redundancy factor
times the launch cost, b)
=q The required amount of cooling in KW l'coo lng
Since a bulky or irregularly shaped system limits the volume available for
other systems, a penalty is assigned when a systems' density is less than
the average spacecraft density (Spacecraft Weight/Spacecraft Volume). The
penalty assigned is (V,-W./). There is no premium for a high density system
and (Vj-Wj / v ) is sett~ z~~~ in that case.
The total cost for each of m systems under consideration is given
by the above function so that there exists a matrix of trade and accountable
factors as follows:
Fl L~ x. XiI1 1 (Eq. B-3)
F2 ~ xi Xi21
F = =
F
m
x X; .~ 1m
The most preferred system in the matrix is the one with the mlnlmum value of
its effectiveness function and it can be easily discerned by a simple compari-
son.
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Preliminary studies have shown that the relative importance of
repair time, integration costs, and other subjective factors are approximately
equal in all systems and are not major contributors to the total cost. The
size of the matrix was reduced by assuming that the above ~actors were equal
and defining the ranking function, Ej , (which is identified as the first
order ranking index, Ej *, in Appendix C) as follows:
F. - ClJ =F j - (t Tj + S1 + RC)
$ 106
(Eq. B-4)
where:
The effectiveness function in dollars
The ranking function, in millions of dollars
=
=
=
=
Subjective factors which are assumed to be equal
in all systems (such as repair time, weights,
interface costs, etc.)
One million dollars ($106 ). A constant to
reduce the magnitude of numbers
By employing thp. constant Cz at 10
6 dollars, the trade factors must be
assigned in reciprocal milllons of dollars. The ranking function is employed
to calculate the relative cost of providing heat rejection for one particular
mission. Since the missions will be conducted in the future, the operating
conditions are necessarily uncertain. The effects of these uncertainties
upon the results must be evaluated before firm conclusions can be drawn. A
sensitivity analysis was performed and is discussed in the paragraphs below.
The ranking function as de~cribed above will indicate the preferred
system for the particular set of trade and accountable factors. However,
uncertainties exist in both of these factors j, therefore, by taking derivatives
with respect to each factor; k, the sensitivity can be calculated as follows:
b.E .- = SEj b.KJ SK (Eq. B-5)
where:
b.E. = The change in the ranking function
J
K = A trade or accountable factor
b.K = The uncertainty in the trade factor or accountable factor
For this study, only two quantities: the thermal load and the power penalty
will be allowed to vary. Subdividing the unit cost into structure and power
penalty at 100 $/LB and fixed weight at 600 $/LB, the unit cost is given by the
following:
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UC j = (100 $/LB [Wj - FWT] + 600 FWT) $/KWc
= (100 W. + 500 FWT) $/KWJ c
Then the ranking function equation is given as follows:
(Eq. B-6)
E.
J = 1 NR. + q (100 W. + 500 FWT) + bq W.n J J J
+ bq v (V. - ~)* + fq FWT
J v
= ~. + q [(100 + b) W. + (500 + f) FWT
n J J
+ bv (V. - ~)*]
J v
(Eq. B-7)
*Negative values are set equal to zero i.e., no premium is allowed for volume
which is associated with a launch weight but which is not occupied due to a
high system density.
Evaluating the deriveratives with respect to q and Wi yields the following
equations for the sensitivity of the ranking functioti:
and
+
=
[(100 + b) Wj + (500 + f) FWTW .
bv (V - ~)].L qj v.
q (100 + b) • .6.Wj
(~q. B-8)
'- .
(Eq.B-9)
.and when both occur simultaneously:
. (Eq. B-lO)
The above equations are employed using tbe expected launch penalties and
operating conditions presented in Section 2.0 of this Appendix.
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2.0
•
MISSION DEPENDENT PARAMETERS (TRADE FACTORS)
The trade factors given in Equation B-2 (represented by the lower
case letters b, q, v, etc.) are primarily a function of the spec ific mission,
and the vehicle and launch system used for accomplishing that mission. This
section describes the baseline missions and vehicles considered in this study,
and the pertinent characteristics of these systems, such as weight penalty,
volume penalty, etc., which establish the trade factors.
The baseline missions along with significant parameters of launch
costs, power penalty, radiation sink temperature, and vehicle heat load are
given in Table B-1. Several different values of the significant parameters
are given for the earth orbital missions; however, only one set of parameters
was used for the other missions. This approach was taken because there are
several specific launch systems and vehicles which can currently be identified
for the earth orbital mission, but for the advanced missions there are no
definite launch systems which can be identi~ied.
2.1
below.
2.1.1
Launch Costs
Derivation of launch costs used for each baseline mission is given
Earth Orbit
The cost of the Titan/Advanced Orbiting Launch. (AOL) system was
identified as $729/1b of payload with an average allowable density of 7.5
Ib/cu. ft in Reference [27]. This reference also gives a cost of $630/1b of
payload for the Saturn/S-IVB with an average allowable density of 12 Ib/cu. ft.
Reference [28] shows launch cost as a function of orbital vehicle weight; the
cost is $lOOO/lb for a 100,000 Ib vehicle and $700/1b for a 200,000 Ib vehicle.
Reference [29] states that the cost of payload to orbit is $lOOO/lb for the
Saturn 5 launch system. Reference [34] gives a Saturn 5 launch cost of $570
million with a 306,000 Ib payload put into a 289 n.m. orbit; this is a unit
cost of $1800/1b. It is not clear as to what basis is used in each reference for
the establishment of unit costs; in particular, it is unclear as to whether
the costs include amortization of launch system development costs or not, and
it is unclear whether the unit weight includes the entire vehicle which is put
into the orbit, or if it only includes the actual useful cargo put into orbit.
For the purposes of this study a single value was chosen for a conventional
launch system as shown in Table B-1; $lOOO/lb of useful cargo with an average
allowable density of 7.5 Ib/cu. ft.
NASA is currently pursuing the development of space shuttle system
which would employ a reuseablebooster, a reuseable orbiter, and which would
deliver cargo to low earth orbit at a cost roughly an order-of-magnitude lower
than current costs. Reference [29] states that the goal of the space shuttle
system will be to achieve launch costs of $20 - 50/1b. Spieth and Woods
presented projected space shuttle launch costs of $200/1b for a 12,500 Ib payload
shuttle, and $50/1b for a 50,000 Ib payload vehicle in Reference [30]. Milton
and Schramm presented a projected shuttle operating launch cost of $50/1b and
a total amortized launch cost of $170/1b in Reference [31]. All of these costs
appear to represent a "one-way" cost in which cargo is transported to earth
orbit in the shuttle; but the shuttle returns to earth empty. If there were a
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"
payload which could be transported from earth orbit to earth, these costs
could be correspondingly reduced. For purposes of this study, the two extremes
of the projected shuttle costs were assumed. A 25,000 Ib payload shuttle with
a total amortized launch cost of $5 million, and a 50,000 Ib payload shuttle
with a launch cost of $2.5 million were considered; each with an empty return
from earth orbit. These numbers give unit costs of $200/1b and $50/1b, respec-
tively. The cargo space for each of these assumed shuttle vehicles was a
15 ft. diameter cylinder which is 60 ft. in length (References [29], [32] and
[36]). This gives a total cargo volume of 10,600 cu. ft., or an average
allowable density of 2.36 Ib/cu. ft. for the high cost shuttle ($200 Ib), or
4.721b/cu. ft. for the low cost shuttle ($50/1b).
2.1.2 Lunar Orbit
For the lunar orbit mission it is assumed that there is an opera-
tional space shuttle system for delivering cargo to earth orbit, and that
there is an operational nuclear powered space tug for transferring'cargo
from earth orbit to lunar orbit. Johnson presented such a projected system
in Reference [33]. Assuming a one-way payload to lunar orbit, and a useful
life of ten round-trips for the tug, the unit cost to lunar orbit would be
$500/1b if it cost $lOO/lb for placing the cargo in earth orbit, and $850/1b
if it cost $200/1b to put the cargo in earth orbit. For this mission, a
nominal cost to earth-orbit of $lOO/lb was assumed, so the total cost to lunar
orbit is then $500/1b. A volume penalty of 5 Ib/cu. ft. was assumed for this
mission.
2.1.3 Lunar Surface Base
An arbitrary transportation cost of $lOOO/lb was assumed for trans-
porting cargo to the lunar surface. This is based somewhat on the cost to
lunar orbit of $500/1b. A volume penalty of 5 Ib/cu. ft. was assumed for this
mission.
2.1.4 Lunar Surface EVA
The same transportation cost as for the base was assumed, that is,
$lOOO/lb. The volume penalty is based on EVA equipment packaging rather than
the launch vehicl€. The Portable Life Support System packaging density was
used as a baseline. The approximate volume is 4.25 cu. ft. (Reference [37])
and the approximate weight is 85 Ib (Reference [38]), for a density of 20 Ib/cu.
ft.
2.1.5 Mars Excursion
For the Mars Excursion, it was assumed that a space shuttle launch
system and a nuclear powered space tug will be operational. It was assumed
that an orbital launch system would be employed for the Mars Excursion
vehicle. The vehicle would be transmitted to earth orbit piecemeal; there it
would be assembled, checked out, and launched. Launch systems such as this
are described in References [28], [34] and [35]. The cost per Ib for launching
a vehicle to Mars was calculated based on information given in Reference [34],
which is below:
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Mars Vehicle wt. in Earth Orbit
3rd Stage (which escapes from Mars) Wt.
4th Stage (which returns to Earth) Wt.
Vehicle Cost (including development)
= 2,158,000 Ib
=" b24,000 Ib
= 160,000 Ib
= $1100 million
If a cost of $lOO/lb is used for transporting the vehicle to Earth-Orbit,
and the unit cost is based on the 4th Stage Weight, then the cost per Ib
to Mars is
Cost = (2,158,000 Ib) (HIOO/lb) + $1.1 x 10
9
=
160,000 Ib $8,000/lb
This cost is very speculative, but then so is the entire concept of a Manned
Mars mission at this time. The."olume penalty for this mission was estimated
at 5 Ib/cu. ft.
2.2 Vehicle Heat Loads and External Environments
Three separate classes of vehicles were considered for the earth
orbital missions; the space station; the space base, and the space shuttle.
North American Rockwell has estimated the maximum vehicle heat load for a 12
man space station to be 120,000 BTU/hr (Reference [39]), and for a 60 man
space base to be 400,000 BTU/hr (Reference [40]). VMSC used 35,000 BTU/hr
for the space shuttle orbiter internal heat load in Reference [41]. For the
lunar orbit space station a heat load of 120,000 BTU/hr was assumed. The
Lunar Base was assumed to have a heat load of 50,000 BTU/hr, the Lunar EVA
heat load was assumed to be 10,000 BTU/hr, and the Mars Excursion Vehicle
was assumed to have a heat load of 120,000 BTU/hr. These heat loads were
based on the vehicle crew size to a certain extent; it was estimated (based
on the space station and space base data) that a vehicle with a closed life
support system and internal electrical equipment such as Guidance and Navigation
will have a maximum heat load of around 10,000 BTU/hr-man. For the EVA, it
was assumed that the single crewman could have a high metabolic load (up to 3500
BTU/hr) plus a very significant heat leak from the environment, so a value of
10,000 BTU/hr was used even though the EVA system probably would not have a closed
life support system.
The external environment is characterized by a single maximum radia-
tion sink temperature in this work. (Sink temperature is ~ased'on surface
optical properties of emittance = 0.9 and solar absorptance = 0.3). This
sink temperature is med to size the individual systems, as was discussed
previously in Section 3.2. For the nuclear powered space station and space
base systems in earth orbit, a sink temperature of OaF was assumed for radiators
integral with structure. A conventional radiator system was considered in this
case for comparative purposes. The solar cell powered space station in earth
orbit was assumed to have a sink temperature of OaF for integral vehicle surface
area, while the deployed radiator system was assumed to have a sink temperature
of -78°F (Reference [42]). The integral area available for radiators is limited
to 2500 sq. ft. For this vehicle, a vapor compression refrigeration system with
integral radiators is compared to a conventional radiator system using deployed
panels. The same comparison was made for a space shuttle system in orbit. For
the shuttle, the integral radiators are assumed to be on the inside of the cargo
bay doors and to be limited to 900 sq. ft. (Reference [41]). The sink tempera-
ture is 200F for integral radiators, and -78°F for deployed radiators· o TheF
. h . k temperature of 20 F. orlunar orbit space station was assumed to ave a Sln
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the lunar surface base and lunar surface EVA, a sink temperature of 100°F was
assumed. As described in Reference 67] this represents an element with
f = 0.9 and ~ = 0.3 facing up in a 10:1 ,diameter to depth ratio) lunar crater
on the lunar equator at lunar noon. For the Mars mission, a maximum sink
temperature of 100°F was assumed based on a spinning cylinder at a distance
of 0.8 AU from the sun. This distance represents the closest to the sun that
a vehicle in an opposition mission to Mars would come (Reference [4 1).
2.3 Power Penalty (Weight)
The ~pecification in the contract (Reference [43]) under which
this work was accomplished calls for a power penalty of 600 lb/KWe for regulated
d.c"., and 700 lb/KWe for regulated a.c. These values are similar to the North
American Rockwell (NAR) Space Station Study results (References [39] and [40]) for
n~clear power systems. The consid£ration of nuclear power systems is consistent
wlth the study objective of using waste heat to drive the heat 'rejection
system. The NAR space station studies project solar cell power system weight
at a weight of 350 lb/KWe . Borentz (Reference [44]) gives a solar cell power
system weight of 325 lb/KWe , for a silicone cell array. Borentz also gives
weights for Isotope power systems (in the 20 KWe size range) of 375 lb/KWe down
to 340 lb/KWe , for Reactor Thermoelectric systems of 1025 lb/KWe, and for
Reactor Rankine Cycles of 680 lb/KWe to 900 lb/KWe1 Barker and Nicol(Reference [45]) recommended a power penalty of 500 lb/KWe in a recent paper
on spacecraft thermal control systems. Gaddis et al (Reference [41]) have
recommended a Fuel Cell Weight Penalty (FCWP) of
FCWP = 120 LB/HP + 0.8 LB/HR-HP [HRS OF OPERATION]
For a space shuttle on a 30 day mission with 5 days of refrigeration system _
operation, this penalty becomes
FCWP = 120 LB/HP + 0.8 LB/HP-HR [5 DAYS] [24 HRS/DAY)
= 120 LB/HP + 96 LB/HP = 216 LB/HP
= (216 LB/HP) (1.34 HP/KW) = 290 LB/KW
This number is based on the Apollo Fuel Cells; NASA is attempting to
develop a fuel cell that has a fixed weight of 45 LB/HP for the space shuttle
(as opposed to 120 LB/HP) according to Reference [51], and so-290 LB/KW
should give an adequate margin for radiators and plumbing.
For purposes of this study, weight penalties of 300 LB/KWe , 500
LB/KWe , and 700 LB/KWe were all considered for the earth orbital space
station and base. For the space shuttle a penalty of 300 LB/KWe was used. The
solar cell powered space station was assumed to have a power penalty of 350 LB/KWe .
All other vehicles were assumed to have power at a penalty of 700 LB/KWe .
2.4 Maintainability and Reliability
Maintainability and reliability for the purposes of this work re-
solve down to the amount of crew time necessary to repair the system, plus the
amount of redundancy which must be designed into the system and the weight of
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spare components which must be carried. Yakut et al (Reference [49]) pre-
sented the projections given in Table B-2 which estimate the weight of spares
which must be carried on a mission to achieve the indicated reliability.
Jennings (Reference [50]) presented results of a study on "Maintainability and
Reliability of Environmental Control/Life Support Systems", which estimates
the time required for unscheduled maintainance of an entire regenerable EC/LSS
as 10 minutes per day, and for scheduled maintainance at 36 minutes per day.
The assumptions made for this study were based on the above men-
tioned work. The approach is to provide redundant systems plus spares and
to account for crew time required for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.
Table B-3 presents the redundancy and spares considered for each mission.
The systems are assumed to have a parallel redundant system with cross-over
capability plus spares. The scheduled and unscheduled maintenance time were
estimated d,j 5 minutes and 15 minutes per day, respectiv. _ ~ for all missions
except lULar surface .EVA. Preliminary results indicateu vnat mainter3nce
time was not a significant parameter in system selection; and thus more
accurate figures for each system were not developed.
Crewman Time Cost
The cost of crewman time can be estimated in several ways, all of
which may be debatable. For the purposes of this study, the cost of crewman
time is taken as the mission total cost divided by the number of crewman hours
available for useful work. Establishing either of these numbers is difficult;
and the latter is particularly difficult on missions with small crews and a
large amount of housekeeping tasks, such as the Apollo flights. It could
also be argued that, at times, the Apollo crew had nothing much to do.
Determining the cost basis is also problematical because of questions such as
whether or not vehicle development costs should be included. On Apollo, the
total development cost of over $20 billion could be used along with the roughly
20 hours of crew time which have been spent in EVA on the moon to date; for an
Apollo crewman EVA time cost on the lunar surface of $1 billion/hr.
In this work, the useful crew time is taken as 75% of the total
available based on an 8 hour· day, or 6 hr/day per crewman. The value for
Crewman Time for the various missions is given in Table B-4, which also shows
mission duration, mission cost, and crew size. Vehicle development costs have
been excluded. These results are very primitive, and give only a rough
approximation of the value of crewman time. The assumption is also made that
there be sufficient useful work (other than in maintaining the vehicle) required
to expend 1.3 million manhours over a ten year p~riod, as in the case of Earth
Orbit Space Base.
2.6 Trade Factor Summary
Table B-5 presents a summary of the specific Trade Factors used
in this work, based on the preceding discussion.
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TABLE B-2
SPARES FOR THERMAL CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM (FROM REFERENCE· [49])
MISSION DURATION, DAYS
All Systems Independent
of Crew Size
90
0.5(0.9)
1. 8( 0.9999)
180 400 800
1.13(0.9)
2.74(0.9999)
2000
2.2-(0.9)
4.72(0.9999)
NOTE: Pairs of points denote ratio of spares weight to subsystem
Weight Corresponding to subsystem reliability 1 in parentQeses.
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TABLE B-3
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM REDUNDANCY
AND SPARES REQUIREMENT
MISSION
Earth Orbit
Lunar Orbit
Lunar Surface Base
Lunar Surface EVA
Mars Excursion
REDUNDANCY
100%
100%
100%
·50% for Emergency System
200% (Except 100% on
Radiator)
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SPARES (Nor
INCLUDING
RADIATOR)
25%
25%
30%
50%
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3.0 REFRIGERATION SYSTEM .(ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS)
The Accountable Factors, which are represented in Equation.B-2
by capital letters (~ NR, UC, W, T, etc) represent such factors as
refrigeration system cost, weight, and required crewman time for repairs.
These accountable factors are related to the individual refrigeration system,
rather than being related to the mission or the vehicle. Of course, the
individual refrigeration systems may have different characteristics for the
different missions. The accountable factors used in this study are discussed
in the following sections.
3.1 Refrigeration System Weight - W
The optimum refrigeration sys~em fixed weight was found to be a
linear function of heat load regardless of mission (for missions considered).
The fixed weights used were:
(1) Vapor Compression (R12): 7.6 lb/KWt
(2) Vapor Absorption (R22/E18l): 24 lb/KWt
(3) Vapor Absorption (LiBr/H2O): 35 lb/KWt
(4) Vapor Absorption (LiBr/H20-Turbine/Compressor): 40 lb/KWt
(5) Vapor Adsorption (H20/Zeolite): 45lb/KWt
(6) Radiator System (R2l): 5.6lb/KWt
The radiator weight was based on the heat load of the system, the
optimum radiator temperature given in the RSPLAT run (Appendix C)
and the radiator weight penalty assumed for the particular mission.
The RSPLAT routine is discussed in Appendix C, with the equations
used in the routine being given in Appendix C and the results of all runs
used being given in Appendix D. The refrigeration systems were optimized
for minimum weight based on radiator (i.e., condenser) temperature for each
mission except in the case of the area limited radiators for the space
shuttle and space station where the minimum radiator temperature high enough
to obtain the desired heat rejection was used. The required power system
weight is the difference between the total system weight and the sum of the
fixed weight and radiator weight for each system. It was necessary to estab-
lish the fixed weight, radiator weight and power system weight of each refrig-
eration system because the costing technique evolved in the next section
required that each of these be known.
3.2
3.2.1
Development and Unit Costs - NR and UC
Mechanical Component Costs
The NASA-MSC recently reported non-recurring and recurring costs
for spacecraft and aircraft thermal control systems in Reference [52] are shown
in Table B-6.
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-TABLE B-6 AEROSPACE ECS COSTS
...
NON-RECURRING RECURRING
COST COST
$ MILLION $/lb $ MILLION $/lb
Apollo ECS (1M + CM) 100 100,000* 7.5 7,500*
Gemini 34 65,000* 1.65 3,150*
Mascot "90"*** 120 7.'5
B-70 12.48 2,270** 1.6 291**
x-15 1.46 Unknown
* Weight from Reference [46]: 980 lb total for 1M and CSM
ECS; 523 lb for Gemini
** Weight from Reference [47]: 55001b (Dry) for the entire ECS
*** From Reference [52]: For the Apollo Program
In 1967, Mandell (Reference [46]) reported the Spacecraft ECS
costs given in Table B-7.
TABLE B-7 SPACECRAFT ECS COSTS
LM CSM Gemini
Weight, lb 380 60r. 523
Non-Recurring Cost $ Million 15 75 13
1st Item Cost $ Million 1.7 1.18 1.65
Non~ecUl"ring_Ceist $/lb 39,500 124,000 25,000
.1st Item-Cost $/lb 4,500 2,000 3,150
"Mercury
135
50,000
1,000
Based on the cost of 10 flight and 7 training Portable Life Support Systems
(PLSS) in Reference [48], and weights given in Reference [38], the PLSS·unit
cost is $lO,OOO/lb. Mandell recommends a graphical costing procedure in
Reference [46J which uses the cost per pound of a specific type of component
as a basis. This approach is used throughout industry for estimating costs
of future systems based on previous experience, and it can be highly accurate
under ideal circumstances. The early spacecraft ECS components which were
developed are probably a typical for several reasons; (1) the techniques
used for accomplishing environmental control had been little used previously,
(2) the limited weight capabilities of the launch systems in use required
unusual optim~zation of component design, (3) expensive component and system
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~ualification testing requirements were imposed by safety considerations,
(4) components and systems were re~uired to function successfully for rela-
tively long periods without inspection or maintenance, and (5) the vehicles
were used only once, and each design was used for only a few flights, so
there is little opportunity for gradually uprating the vehicle capabilities.
It is believed that future spacecraft development and unit costs will more
nearly parallel those of advanced aircraft than the early spacecraft. The
B-70 air vehicle, developed in the late 1950's, contained a vapor compression
refrigeration system. This was the first high performance aircraft to contain
a vapor cycle refrigeration system to the author's knowledge. The cost of an
advanced spacecraft, or a shuttle Orbiter Aerospace Vehicle, should parallel
the B-70 ECS costs much more closely than spacecraft ECS costs, in the
author's opinion. The restrictions on the NASA budget will probably be re-
flected in a reduction in development costs, and perhaps in an increase in
recurring costs. The development of lower cost launch systems ~~ll reinforce
this trend sinc~ neavier components will be permissible, thus reducing the
need to optimize component weight, increasing component inherent reliability,
and reducing the need for extensive testing. Krantweiss (Reference [47]) has
given the data on the B-70 vapor compression refrigeration system shown in
Table B-8.
TABLE .B-8--13-70 AIR CONDITIONING SysTEM:
1970 $'s*
620
710
$255,400
$ 43,500
1960 $'s
418
480=
=
=
= Freon 11
= 12.5 Tons
= 106 Shp.
= 610 Ib (including a
195 Ib Frame)
= 911b
=
Unit Costs:
Turbine Driven Compressor Wt.
Component Costs:
Refrigeration Package
Turbine - Driven Compressor
Working Fluid
Evaporator Heat Load
Power Required
Refrigeration System Package Wt.
*
Refrigeration Package $!lb
Turbine Driven Compressor $!lb
~sum.es 4%pe~ year ~nflation
J •By way of compar1son, a 15 ton Chrysler Air-Temp railroad car air conditioning
unit costs $1600 (not including air ducts or installation) and weighs 1100
Ib, for a unit cost of $1.46!lb. The compressor costs $1.75!lb. The rule
of thumb for cost of an installed commercial air conditioning unit is about
$2!lb. The authors believe that the B-70 refrigeration system unit cost of
$620!lb (in 1970 dollars) is more representative of the costs to be expected
for future spacecraft thermal control system (TCS) components than early space-
craft TCS components. Similarly, the development costs should be more in
line with the $3360!lb (in 1970 dollars: $2270!lb in 1960 dollars) than
previous spacecraft development. Thus, a component recurring cost of $600!lb
has been assumed for this work. The development cost of the vapor compression
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system is estimated at $6000/1b (which is consistent with the order of magnitudegreat~ recurring cost over non-recurring costs indicated in Tables B-6, B-7, .
and B-8). It is assumed for this work that the development cost of a refrigera-
tion unit would be about the same for any capacity unit over the range of
capacities being considered (35,000 BTU/hr - 400,000 BTU/hr). This 3 to 30 ton
range represents neither extremely small nor extremely large units. The
specific costs for each system assumed are given in Table B-9.
TABLE B-9 REFRIGERATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COSTS
DEVELOPMENT APPROX.* UNIT DEVELOPMENT
COST WEIGHT COST
($ MILLION) LBS ($/LB)
Vapor Compression 3.5 580 $6000
Vapor Absorption (R22/E181) 5.5 1830 3000
Vapor Absorption (LiBr/H20) 4.5 2660 1700
Vapor Absorption (LiBr/H20 +
Turbine/Compressor) 7.0 3040 2300
Vapor Adsorption (H2O/Zeolite) 4.5 3440 1300
*Based on a 260,000 BTUjHR (76 KW l' ) system
coo ~ng
The heat-driven refrigeration systems have been assigned lower development
costs on a per pound basis because they tend to be heavier and to have fewer
rotating parts such as the compressor. The LiBr/H20 vapor absorption system
with the turbine/compressor has rotating parts, and so has the highest
development costs. The R22/E181 system has a relatively higher cost because
it requires development of a direct absorber radiator (for the minimum weight
system considered). Development costs are considered to be amortized over
the rather arbitrary number ?f vehicles shown in Table B-1.
All of the refrigeration systems require a radiator for heat
rejection. The radiator cost is considered separately for each system. The
costs assumed are:
Simple radiator system development: $2 Million
Condensing radiator system development: $2.5 Million
Radiator recurring cost: $lOO/lb (This is based on aircraft
fabrication costs of $lOO/lb-see Reference [36]).
·3.2.2 Power Costs
Systems which require a large amount of power for operation
relative to the power capacity of the entire vehicle, as some of the refrigera-
tion systems do, should be charged with the appropriate portion of the power
system equipment cost. In the units which have only small power requirements,
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this may not be true since power systems usually are packaged in a modular
fashion, and so some excess capacity is usually available. In this study,
all refrigeration systems with a power requirement are charged with a
recurring cost penalty as well as with a weight penalty. The power system
development cost is not charged to the individual systems. The recurring
costs for typical spacecraft power systems (not including launch costs) are
given in Table B-IO. The additional recurring costs are very speculative.
The solar cell system cost includes a deployment mechanism, structure, and
a propulsion system with propellant for one year, in addition to the solar
cells. The propulsion system is required for station keeping to off-set
drag on the solar cells which tend to slow down the vehicle, and as a result to
change the vehicle's orbit. It is estimated that only a fraction of the
original cost will be required to enlarge the power system. This may not be
true after some critical size of the solar cell power system is reached. The
add-on costs for the nuclear system are estimated to be mu~h closer to the
original cost because such a large portion of the cost is represented by
fuel cost (Reference [44]). Because of the uncertainty in these numbers,
various values from $50/We to $350/We were considered.
TABLE 1~10
RECURRING COST* -{NOT
INCLUDING LAUNCH
COST)
POWER SYSTEM RECURRING COSTS $/WATT
RECURRING COST
PENALTY FOR
INCREASING POWER
sYSTEM SIZE
${WATT
Solar Cells (Silicon Cells)
Solar Cells (CdS Thin Film)
Isotope Brayton (Pu238 Heat
Source)
Radio i s-otopa.-'J.l-hermoelectric
Reactor Rankine
* From Reference [44]
350
).25
1800
58
42
150
50
1750
50
40
3.3 Refrigeration System Maintenance Time Requirements (T)
,Refrigeration system maintenance times were discussed in Section
2.4 of this Appendix. It was assumed that the scheduled and unscheduled
repair times for all systems are essentially the same. For the earth orbital
missions the total cost of repair time for each system in a long duration
mission would be:
(1/3 hr/day) (360 day/yr) (10 yr) ($1550/hr) = $186,000
A variance of + 50% on this value would not be highly significant compared to
the total system costs; and therefore, no attempt was made to further refine
the estimates of required maintenance time for each of the individual systems.
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3.4 Refrigeration System Volume - V
The volume of the refrigeration systems were estimated as follows:
(a) Fixed Volume
The volume of the refrigeration system hardware was based on the
somewhat arbitrary packaged density of 12 lb/ft3.
(b) Radiator Volume
The volume of the required R21 radiator system was based on a
density of 0.016 cu. ft. per sq. ft. of radiator area. For the Rll condensing
radiator the volume was 0.032 cu. ft. per sq. ft. These densities are based
on 3/16" and 3/8" diameter tubes, respectively.
(c) Power System Volume
The power system density was estimated as 48.3 cu. ft./KWe .
This is based on the density of a fuel cell power system.
3.5 Technical Risk - TR
The technical risk for each system was assigned as a percentage of
total system weight. The numbers used, which were based on judgment of com-
plexity and development experience with similar systems, were:
3.6
Vapor Compression: 15%.
R22/E181 Absorption: 50%
LiBr/H20 Absorption: 50%
LiBr/H20 Absorption With aVapor Adsorption: 50%
Waste Heat Cost
Turbine/Compressor: 60%
There was no penalty associated with heat driven refrigeration sys-
tems for the cost of heat. There would be such a cost in an actual system
for:
(1) Plumbing and heat transfer equipment required to transport
heat from the power generation equipment to the refrigeration equipment.
(2) Degradation in power system performance if waste heat were
required at a temperature above the optimum heat rejection temperature, which
is around 250°F. (For example, waste heat at 600°F supplied to an adsorption
refrigeration machine would greatly reduce the thermodynamic efficiency of a
Brayton Cycle Power System).
(3) Higher integration costs associated with interfacing a heat-
driven machine with the power system heat rejection system.
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3.7 Vehicle Integration Project and Administrative Costs - SI
It has been assumed that the integration costs for all refrigeration
~stems would be the same. This is probably a good assumption, except for
the heat-driven refrigeration machine interface with the heat rejection system
of the power plant. The project and administrative costs are assumed to be
the same for all systems. That is, the time thus spent by NASA and support
contractor personnel would be about the same for any system.
3.8 Accountable Factor Summary
The Accountable Factors considered in this study are summarized
in Table B-ll.
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4.0 EXAMPLE TRADE STUDY
An example ranking of a vapor compression heat rejection system with
a deployed radiator system in a spaee station, area limited application is
presented herein to clarify the application of the trade and accountable factors
in the ranking function. A brief discussion of the procedures employed in
estimating each factor and of the design philosophy is included.
A vapor compression refrigerator with a condensing radiator is
compared with a deployed radiator system for an earth orbiting space station.
Studies of the space station prototype, SSP, (Reference [4~ have shown that a
deployed system will be required because the available integral vehicle area
is too limited with the effective sink temperatures in near earth orbit.
The operating environments for the two ~stems are assumed to be
different, since the deployed radiator may be oriented so that it always faces
a cold sink (no vehicle orientation penalty is incurred since the position of
the space station is already constrained by the solar cell power generation
system). Although it is recognized that the environment is characterized by
basically a transient condition with a distributed sink temperature, steady
state conditions are assumed to apply, with only one sink temperature. This
assumption will penalize the vapor compression system; however, the uncertain-
ties in the effective sink temperature of integral area and in its availability
are sufficiently large that a conservative assumption is justified. The
effective operating conditions for the two systems which are assumed to be
applicable are as follows:
TSINK
AREA
FEPP
FRAP
TEVAP
VAPOR COMPRESSION
20°F
2500 FT2
500 lb/KWe
0.6 lb/FTc
35°F
DEPLOYED RADIATOR
-78°F
Not Limited
700 lb/KW
1.5 lb/FT2
35°F(T = 45°F)AVG
Since solar cell power incurs a penalty of 700 lb/KWe for full orbit (with
shadow) but only 300 lb/KWe for sun side only power, the power penalty was
set at 500 lb/KWe for vapor compression due to the fact that active use is
required for only part of the dark portion of the orbit (assuming a shadowed
orbit). One redundant radiator loop is included in the radiator penalty but
the fin weight is assumed to be existing structure for integral area. A minimlun
temperature of 35°F for both systems is required; the fact that the heat load
exists at temperatures above 35°F is utilized with the deployed radiator
system and results in an average heat rejection temperature of 45°F. However,
a single evaporator and compressor are assumed for the vapor compression so that
the thermodynamic advantage of a distributed heat source is, not utilized.
Obviously, the vapor compression system has not been optimized, but the
operating conditions are at least representative of a space station application.
(The intent of this study is to select a system for development for a future
application. A detailed optimization for a particular application cannot be
performed until all factors in the trade as well as the implications and effects
on other systems are known).
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The above conditions were used to evaluate the weight of each
system with the RSPLAT data in Appendix C. The weights are as follows
VAPOR COMPRESSION
DEPLOYED RADIATORS
TOTAL WEIGHT (W. )
J
135 Ib/KWc
85 Ib/KWc
FIXED WEIGHT (FWT)
7.6 Ib/KWc
11.2 Ib/KWc
The fixed weights were calculated from individual system analysis (References
[18] and [53]), and are not available from RSPLAT.
The volume attributal to a heat rejection system is the sum of
the volume occupied by the fixed components (pumps, compressors, motors,
controls, lines, etc), the radiators, and the power£ystem penalty. The
specific volume, V., is given by the following equation:
J
where:
= FWT
12 LB/FT3
+ (DR) . (AR) + 48.3 ft3
EPUF KW (B-ll)
V.
J
FWT
DR
AR
=
=
=
=
The specific volume in FT3/KWc
The fixed weight in Ib/KW assumed to be installed
. c 3
at an average packing density of 12 LB/FT
The diameter of the radiator tubes, 3/16 inch for
deployed radiators and 3/8 inch for condensing radiators
The area required or available per unit thermal load
in FT2/KWc [71 ft 2/KWt (20°F sink) for V-C radiator,
49.3 FT2/KWc (-78°F sink) for deployed radiators].
EPUF = The electrical power utilization factor in KWc/KWe(59 for radiator, COP = 6.6 for vapor compression).
The equivalent volumes for the two systems are as follows:
[7.6 (3) (71) 48.3J FT3Vj ("iJ:;) = 12 +(8)(12) --+ 6.61 KWt
= 10.17 FT3/KWc
Vj(D-R) [ 11.2 (~(~ (49.3) + 48.3JFT3= 12 + 16 (12) 1 59 KW .t
= 2.52 FT3/KWc
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The above accountable factors complete the data required to
describe the system as launched. However, since the number of missions
is small, the development' costs are significant and were estimated in Section
3.2 or this A~~endix, as tollows;
VAPOR COMPRESSION
CONDENSING
RADIATOR
COMPRESSOR , EVAPORATOR,
CONTROLS
TOTAL
DEPLOYED RADIATOR-
CONVENTIONAL RADIATOR
FLUID SWIVELS, SUN
SENSORS, CONTROLS
TOTAL
2~.5MILLION $'
3. 5 MILLION $
6.0 MILLION $
2.0 MILLION $'
2.0 MILLION $
4 .0 MILLION $
The trade factors must be assigned considering the number of
and requirements of missions, construction costs, and redundancy as well as
the launch system. For this example, it is assumed that three missions with
a heat load of 35.2 KWc are to be conducted. Redundancy is set at 125% of ,
the fixed weight with one redundant radiator loop (this loop has been in-
cluded in the radiator penalty factor). No redundancy for power is assigned
since this factor is included in evaluating the power penalty factor.
Construction costs were set at 100 $/LB for structure and power but 600 $/LB
for the valves, pumps, cO:l.lrressors, controls, etc., in the fixed weight. The
launch system is assumed,jo be a shuttle with a launch penalty of 200 $/LB
and a volume penalty of 4~72 LB/FT3. The trade factors required in
Equation B-7 are summarized as follows:
TRADE FACTOR
Number of missions, n
System Size, q
.
Launch Cost, b
Launch system specific volume v
Redund~~cy Factor, f
VALUE*
3
35.2 KWc
0.00020 MB/LB
4.72 #/FT3
1.25b = 0.00025 MElLE
* One ¥~ is a Mega Buck ($1,000,000)
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These factors are applied with the accountable factors for each
system employing Equation B-7 as follows:
=
+
; NR j + q [(0.0001 + b) Wj + {0.00050 + f) FWT j _
W .
bv (V _.:.J. 'J
j "
E(V-C)=
For the Vapor Compression System
~(6) + 35.2 [(0.00010 + 0.00020) 135
+ (0.00050 + 0.00025) 7.6
135
+ (0 ~00020)( 4 .72)( 10 . '1 '7 - 4.72)]
= .2.0 + 35.2 [(0.00030) 135 + (0.00075) 7.6
+(0.000944)(±QT~7----~g~+~
E(V-C)= 3.62 ME
*This term set equal to zero since no premium is allowed forvolfrmenot used.
For Deployed Radiators
E(D-R)=
=
E(D-R)=,
~ (4) + 35.2 [0.00010 + 0.00020) 85
+ (0.00050 + 0.00025) 11.2
T (0.00020) (4.72) (2.52 - 4~~2)]
1.333 + 35.2 [(0.00030)85 + 0.00075) 11.2
+ 0.000944 (~T5~----±~Tge+~*]
2.53 ME'
For the conditions established for this example, it is apparent
that a deployed radiator would be more effective than a vapor compression
system employing a limited amount of integral area. Since the ranking
function is quantitative, the savings will amount to about one million dollars
a mission. Subjective factors (such as interference with a docked or
approaching shuttle, or the possible use of an artificial gravity field) have
not been considered. Assuming that such factors can be classified as either
a procedural problem or a design requirement, those systems which would be
affected have previously been eliminated.
The uncertainty in the actual system performance could be signi-
ficant to the ranking of the systems. Assuming that the technical risk with
both systems is + 15%, i.e., that the actual system cost is 15% more than
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calculated herein, the sensitivity to the ranking function to this uncer-
tainty is given by Equation B-9 as follows:
=
For Vapor Compression
E (V-C) = 35.2 (0.00010 + 0.00020) 135 (0.15)
=0.21 MB
For Deployed Radiators
.E (D-H) = 35.2 (0.00010 + 0.00020) (85) (0.15).
= 0.13 ME
Clearly, for the ~pecified conditions, the uncertainty levels
are sufficiently low so that the selection of deployed radiators over
vapor compression refrigeration can be made with assurance.
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APPENDIX C
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM COMPARISON
PLOT ROUTINE
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1.0
APPENDIX C
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM COMPARISON
PLOT ROUTINE
METHOD OF SYSTEMS' COMPARISON
The computer routine described in this appendix was written to
facilitate optimization of the weight of the candidate refrigeration systems
under the various anticipated operating conditions. This routine, called the
Refrigeration Systems Plotting and Linearized Analysis Technique (RSPLAT) employs
algorithms for calculating the equivalent weight of each candidate system as a
function of the operating conditions and penalty factors. The weight estimates
which are calculated by this routine are functions of four quantities which can be
defined to characterize any probable application:
- TEVAP, evaporator temperature (OF)
- TSINK, sink temperature (OF)
- FEPP, electrical power weight penalty (H/KW 1 )
e ec
- FRAP, radiator area weight penalty (H/FT2)
Each refrigeration system is then described by four parameters which are input
as functions of the difference between the effective system radiating temperature
and the evaporator temperature. These parameters are:
- COP, coefficient of performance
- FWT, fixed system weight (components) (H/KW )
cooling
- EPUF, electrical power utilization factor (KW l' /KW 1· )
coo lng e ec
- EFF, ratio of actual system COP to Carnot COP between the
same temperatures (work driven systems only).
The output of this routine is a set of computer plotted curves.
Total system weight (including assigned penalties) is computed and plotted as
a function of radiator temperature (TRD). For a single value of radiator
weight penalty, individual curves are computed for every refrigeration system.
So that, for each value of FRAP, a complete set of curves are generated per
grid. Each grid output by the program then represents an application charac-
terized by the values of TEVAP, TSINK, and FEPP.
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2.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The total system weight (WT) calculated for each system at any
particular set of environment conditions is the sum of three terms. These
include the weight quantities contributed by the electrical power penalty
(EPPT), the radiator area penalty (FPT), and the fixed weight quantity (FWT).'
WT = EPPT + FPT + FWT
Each of these terms is computed using the four parameters that
describe the system. The electrical power term is found by:
1
EPPT = FEPP (EPUF ) (lb!~:t)
where EPUF is the dimensionless ratio of heat load removed by the system to
the total electrical power required. The radiator penalty is given by:
RPT = (1 + 1
COP
where heat rejected through
(lb!KWt )t
the radiator per unit area is:
QREJ = 0000452 [( TRAD + 460) 4_ (TSINK + 460) 4 l (~)
. 100 100 J ft
The fixed weight quantity is the sum of the individual system component
weights
FWT = ~ tJ i. ,components, (lb!~~ ) " ,
The four parameters (C0F~ FWT, EPUT, andEFF) which serve to des-
cribe the individual systems are input to the program as functions of tempera-
ture difference (TRAD-TEVAP). These functions are approximated by straight
line segments which are applicable over a limited temperature range. Two
points on each line and the maximum temperature difference to which the line
pertains are input to define the equation of the individual segments. For
the fixed weight term the form of the equation is:
where
Yl-Y2
FWT = (Tl-T2) (TDIF-Tl) + Yl (lb!KW)
Yl & Y2 are ordinate values of 'the two points on the line
Tl & T2 are abscissa values of the two points on the line
TDIF is the temperature difference (TRAD-TEVAP)
Written in the form used in the computer routine, the basic weight
equation is:
W(I) = FEPP .EPUF(I) ... FWT(I) + RPT(I)
where:
RPT(I) = (1 + 1 ) ( FRAPC.OP(I) x (j E [TRAD4
C-3
)
TSINK4]
and:
W(I)
FEPP
EPUF(I)
FWT(I)
RPT(I)
COP(I)
EFF(I)
FRAP
£
(T
THAD
TSINK
TEVAP
= The equivalent weight of system "I", pounds per
kilowatt of cooling.
= The factor for electrical power penalty (LB1KW)
(electrical) )
= The electrical power utilization factor [KW(cooling)/
KW (electrical)], a function of THAD - TEVAP for
system "I", and including component inefficiencies
= The fixed weight total in LB/KW (cooling) including
any thermal energy penalty, a function of THAD - TEVAP
for system "I"
= The radiator penalty total, in LB/KW (cooling), a
function of COP, THAD, FRAP, and'TSINK given by
the second equation above for system "I"
= The coefficient of performance for system "I",
KW (cooling) per KW of driving source (thermal
or mechanical). A function of (THAD - TEVAP).
For a mechanical work system,
(TEVAP)
COP(I) = EFF(I) (THAD _ TEVAP)
= The net efficiency of the mechanical equipment in
the vapor compression refrigerator
= The factor for radiator area penalty, (LB/ft2 )
= The emittance of the radiator, 0.9 was used in this
analysis
= The Stephan-Boltzmann constant
= The effective temperature for radiation heat
rejection, OR - this was taken as arithemetic
average fluid temperature minus 10°F
= The effective temperature for the radiation environ-
ment. A function of the orientation and spectral
properties of the radiator
= The effective temperature of the evaporator or mean
temperature at which the thermal load is transferred,
OR
In computing the system weight the routine'begins at a radiator
temperature equal to the evaporator or sink temperature, whichever is larger,
and calculates weight totals at fixed increments of radiator temperature
1ol.Iltil a maximum t--emperatu.re value (TMAX) is exceeded. Each point for a
system curve is. then ,plotted. Should the value of (TRAD-TEVAP) exceed the
maximum temperature difference of the last line segment for any of the fixed
weight parameters,the routine provides that the iteration stop and the
( .. '. . . . , ' .. ,
weights calculated for the system be plotted.
For each plot generated,.the weight totals for every system are
computed with one or more values of radiator area weight penalty. A separate
curve is plotted for each area penalty value.
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For the five systems considered to be most applicable to space
environment use, Table C-l presents the system parametric data as input to the
routine. In the table, the first row of' each parameter column corresponds
to the equation of the line valid from TDIF = OaF to TDIF = TMAX. In the
cases where more than one equation is needed to approximate the parameter
versus temperature function, the succeeding rows of data are applicable
from temperatures greater than the maximum temperature of the first row to
the next TMAX value.
The vapor compression system, unlike the other systems con-
sidered, has a COP value that is highly dependent on evaporator and
radiating temperatures. To provide for this characteristic, the EFF data
is input as a function of temperature difference like the other parameters,
but is only used if the TMAX value is a quantity greater than zero. A test
is provided in the routine for this case. When the EFF value of any system
is to be used, a set of EPUF and COP values is computed as follows:
COP = EFF (CCOP)
and
EPUF = COP
where
CCOP is the COP value of a Carnot type refrigeration system operating between
the evaporator temperature and the effective radiator temperature. It is
found by:
CCOP = ( TEVAP+460)
TRAD-TEVAP
If these values of COP and EPUF are computed, the data input
for the system for these parameters is not used by the routine. Because
this routine computes and plots total system weights as a function of radia-
tor temperature, low~st system weight for any application corresponds to an
optimum radiating temperature. For individual systems, this minimum point
can occur at different temperature values depending on the radiator penalty,
and electrical power penalty. The plot comparison then defines not only the
lightest weight system, but the optimum design radiator temperature for
each type of system.
Data for cac~ refrigerator were obtained from individual cycle analyses
and correlated for a large system in steady-state operation as a function of
(THAD - TEVAP) , since theoretical considerations (as an example, the COP of
a C3rnot refrigerator) demonstrate that this ~T is the primary variable in
evaluating the performance of a refrigerator. The routine employs linear
interpolation between input data points which are presented in Table C-l
for the five active systems presented above. The data in Table C-l are sup-
plied to the routine as two points on a linear segment of the curve describing
the function and a maximum temperature (TMAX), unless otherwise specified, the
range of validity is from OaF to TMAX or the previous TMAX to the next value.
The routine performs an internal check so that heat-driven or shaft-driven
refrigerators can be compared simultaneously on machine plotted graphs. The
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RSPLAT routine was run to generate all combinations of the values for FRAP,
TEVAP, TSINK, and FEPP given on Table ~l resulting in 120 separate plots.
Each plot is presented in Appendix D and provides the specific weight for all
refrigeration systems simultaneously as a function of TRAD; thus, in performing
a trade study, the optimum temperature for each system can be selected for
a given operating condition. No attempt was made to evaluate other refrigera-
tion systems or modifications to the basic systems, since detailed knowledge
of the particular application would be evaluated with the data in AppendixB
by adjusting the penalty factors. For example, in an orbital application
with solar cell power, sun side only operation reduces the power penalty factor
(FEPP) by about one-half, since storage batteries are not required; or two
separate radiator panels which can shadow each other would be equivalent to
doubling the radiator area penalty factor (FRAP) but reducing the effective
sink temperature (TSINK). Obviously, other variations are possible, but
all of these require knowledge of the particular application.
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3.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM
A flow chart of the computer routine is shown in Figure C-l. The
program calculates the weight of the various system components, sums them,
and plots them as a function of effective radiating temperature. A complete
listing of the routine is given in Table C-2.
Any number of refrigeration systems can be considered. The ones
which have been characterized for use in this routine are:
- R22/E18l Vapor Absorption
- LiBR/H20 Vapor Absorption
- LiBR/H20 Vapor Absorption plus Turbine/Compressor
- H20 and Type l3X Zeolite Vapor Adsorption
- Mechanical Vapor Compression Using R12
Preliminary analyses indicated that, for the range of conditions being con-
sidered, these systems are the most competitive from a weight standpoint.
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Read Plot Axes Labels
NTEMP NT
NSYM = 1
Read Grid Max & Min Limits DO NQ 1, 8
Read Values of
Radiator 'Area Penalty (FRAP)
DO' NS I, NSYS DO NT I, NTEMP
NTEMP NT
Compute EFF
compute COP, EPUF
Draw Curve for System (NS) and
r; FRAP(NQ)
Alter Symbol to be plotted
NBtW ,. NSYM + 1
Compute EPPT, RPT, WT(NT)
Compute COP, EPUF, FWT for Single
TRAD
~O
For COP Data
For EPUF Data
For FWT Data
For EFF Data
DO J I, 4
- J = 1
- J = 2
- J = 3
- J = 4
Read Single System Parameters
Draw Grid
DO NS 1, NSYS
Initia Lze Value
TRAD = TSINK or
TRAD = TEVAF
Read FEPP, TSINK, TEVAP For
Single Plot,
I\l!ad ~'" (':1:1, T2, Y~, Y2, TMX) re,-
pr~~~ntinJ5 linear~approx;imations of para-
r.neter data versus 'difference between
radiatOT and evap~a-t9t' tetnperatures' .
R-ead Jl'UJnber of line·ar curves per pa-ra-
meter ' (NCARD)
DO NT 1,250
Compu.te Radiator Area Required
and Carnot COP at TRAD = TR D(NT) ~'IGURE C-l
Flow C::hart of Plot R9utine
• TRAD = TRAD + DELT
~O >0>__../2
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TABLE C-2
PLOT PROGRAM
C-IO
yMIN,Y"'AX
YMIN,y",AX
TH1N,TMAx,DELT
THIN,TMAX,OELT
N5YS
DIMlNSION TTEVPI31 ,TTS1<131 .TFP,.(31
o I Ml N S I °~I BCD W0 ( 3 1 ,F 0 V( 3 1
OIMENSION fI18,If.BJ,T2(8,lfiSl,YI18,"'.8I'YZI8,1f.81 ,T MX18 ,If,8 1
DIMENSION FRAPI8I,FWT(ZSOI
DIMENSION COPt2S01'~T(2S0I,TRD(ZSOl'CCOPI2S0I,QREJ(2S0I'EPUFIZSOI
nIME",SION OPlCl21,DPYI21 .VARI"I ,NCA~DI8,CfI
DIMENSiON fTlSYSI12,AI
o I ME. NC; I 0 !II BCD lC I I 2 1 •eCOy I I 21
DIMlNSIO~1 5YMIISI
DATA IRC!:llCIII,I-I.SIl30HRU'lATO'" HMp'~RA1URE • DEr, F 1
nA)A IBC~YIII,r-I.SI/30HTO'AL SYSTEM WEIGHT • ~8/KW 1
DATA ITFPPlrl,t-I,31/18HrE~p • LB/KWI
DATA ITTSKIII,I-I,31/18HTSINK - F 1
DATA ITTEVPIII.I-I,3)/18HTEVAP - F I
DATA SYMllI/1HO/SyMl21/IHI/SyMIJ)ltH2/SYMllfl/lH3/SyMlSI/1HCf 1
DATA SYMI61/IH§/SYMI71/IHb/SYMl81/rH7/SYMl91/1H8/SyMlIOl/lH'I
DATA SYMIllI/IH+/SYMl121/IHlC/SyMlI3)/IH-/SyMlICfI/IH-/SYM(IS I/IHSI
60 FORMATl8F10.21
61 FORMATI81101
62 FORMATI1P8~1'l.31
6) FURMAT/llAt)
6'1 FORMATIIHI,'THERE IS A PROaLEM -tTW SOME INPUT PARAMETER'I
6S FORMAT IIHII
66 FORMATl3lC,'FRAP ."F7.3,2lC"LB/FT2"16lC,'TEV,P -'.F8.I,' F',10X,
I 'FEPP .',F8,\ ,2X,'LB/KW"IOX,'T5I NI< -',Fe'I" F "
6A FORMATIIHO,6lC,'TROINTI',7X.'WTlNTI"7X,'COPlNTI',;X ,'CCOPINT)',
1 8X,'[PPT',IOX"RPT,,9X"~WTINTl,,7x,'EpUFlNTI',ill
6' FORMATlls.rls.2,IfF10.2,18XtIZ)
70 FORMATl3X,'SYMBOL P~OTTED'i3X,SAll
WRI'El6,6S1
READl 5,601
WR I TE I It ,b 21
REAOl 5,601
wRJTEI/),621
REAi)c S,Ul
NPLT - 0
C RlAO SySTEM PARAMETERS
C NS IS SUBSCRIPT IDENTIFYING SYiTEMS
C J - 1 FOR COP DATA -
C J - 2 FOR EPUF DATA
C J - ) FOR FWT ~ATl
C J - " FOR EFf ~ATA
DO 102 NS-l,NSYS
REAOlS,63' ITTLSYSCI,NSI,I;I.12 1
DO I02'J-I,'1 .
101 REA OIS,69) NCD,A,8,C,O,E,N~AST
TlINs,J,~ICOI - A
YllNS,J,NCDI - B
TZlNS,J,NCDI - C
Y2lNS,J,NCOI ~ 0
TMXCN5,J,NCOI - E
FeD - NCO
WRITEI6,b21 F(O,A,~'C,O.E
NCAHDINS,Jl - NCO
IFCNLASTI 102,101,102
I-
2-
3-
If-
5-
6-
7-
8-
9-
\0-
I I -12-
13-
Ilf -
IS-
Ib-
17.
18-
19-
20-
21-
"2-
3.
ZIf-
2S-
26-
27-
28-
29-
30-
3 I -
32-
33-
3"-3S-
36-
37-
38-
39-
"0-
Ifl-
'12-
"3-
",,-
'IS-
116-
'17-
8-
-.9-
SOe
SI-
52-
53-
!llle
SS-
;)6-
57-
S8-
59-
60-
6 I -
62-
63-
61f-
6S-
66-
61-
68-
69-
70 t
71-
72-
73t
71ft
7S-
76 t7"
78-7'-qo-
I-
82-
83-
alt-
85-
86-
81-
88-
8'-
'0-
91-
'2-
,3-
,,,-
95-
,.-
97-
98-
,,-
IDa-
101 -
10Z-
103'
101f-
InS-
ftt
.,,7'
loa_
109.
i lOt
I I I t
liZ.
1 13t
TABLE C-2 CONTINUED
la' CONTINUE
C READ GRin PARA~ETERS
161 CONTINUE
REAOIs,6C11 F"EPP',TSINK,TEVAF',IFRAPCt.!(,l) 'NQ.I,5)
IF"lfEPP) 6,6tf12
112 CONTINUE
C D~AW '"RID
NSyM III
DPxl I) • T51NK
DPX'IZ) • TMAX
DPYI\) III YMJN
oP Y I 2) • ~l1 A X
C DRAW AND LABEL GRI~ AxES
CAL.L FILMA'l111
CALL GRIDCtOO,tOZO,9S,'72,!SINK,TMAX,YMIN,yMAX)
C DETERMINE CHAR~CTER SIZE
EXTlRNAL TABI,..IV
CAL.L CHSIZVIZ12)
CALL RJT5T~112,18,TABL.IV)
C WRITE AXES LABELS -
CAL.L RITE2~1385,IS'I023,'D,I,30'I,BCDX,NXL.)
CALL RITE2V(30,3S0,IQ23,ISO'I,30,1,8COY,NYL.)
C WRITE GRID IOE~TlfYING INFO
CALL RIT£2V(ZOO,IOOO,lOZ3,?0,1,18,t,TTEVp,NTl)
CALL RITE2~1200,9BO,1023,90'1,18,I,TTSK'NTL)
CALL RITE2VI200,'60,1023,90'1,18,I,T~PP'NTL)
FOV(2) III TSINK
FDyl l) • TfVAP
FOVI3' • FEPP
DO 1'0 1111,3
CALL 8NBCO'I'OY(I"BCOWOII~'NOS)
IF(NDS) 189,18',16~
18 9 NOS III 1
BeDWOII)" IHO
16 0 NST • Z80 + 16~NOS) - 12
NVERT • 1020 ;1- zO
NBcO • 1-6,S
CALL RITE2VCNST,NVlRT,1023,90,l,NOS,NBCD,BCDwO,NTLI
1'0 CONTINUE -
WRI Tr16,621 TSINK,TMAX,YMI~,YMAX,OPXlll'oPY(ll
NPLT • NPt-r • I
c cAL.CULATE CURvES FOR SINGLE SYSTEM
DO 86 NS.I,NSV5
C CALCULATE RADIATOR AREA AND CARNOT COP
IfITrvAP.TSINK' 123'12J,12~
12~ TRAO • TfVAP , .001f
GO TO 125
12 3 TRAD • T~I~K + .OO~
125 CONTINUE
DO 82 NT=I,250
TRO (~'T) • TRAO
QREJ ( NT I Ill. a 0 a 0 If 52' I I ( TR0 I NT I + "f 6o. ) I I 00. , •• If. I ITs INK + ~ 6 f1 • II I 0o. )
I - -If I
IFITRDINT)-TEVAPI 120,IZ1,120
121 CCOPINTI = o.
GO TO 122
12 0 CCOPINT) = ITEVAP+1f60.l/lTRD(NTI.TEVAP)
I 22 c: 0 NTIN LJ f. C-ll
·.~.
I I !)-
I 1'-
I 17-
I 18-
t I ge
i20-
.21 -
i22-
123-
IZIf-
IZ;-
12,e
IZH
128-
129-
130_
Ill-
i32-
133-
Illf_
flS-
&36-
13,.
·"e
,-
lifO-
lifl-
.if2-
i4tl-
lctlf-
[lfS-
Ilf'-
r.. 7-
r .. a-
I If ..
iso.
is s-
152-
153-
fSIf-
ISS-
156-
157-
is,-
ss,-
(60-
161-
ru-
163-
ct-
005-
lU-
i 61-
I6Be
i6'-
170-
17 I-
TA3LE C-2 CONTINL~D
T~AlJ _ TQAO+OELT
I,(TRAD-TMAXI 82,82,83
82 CONTI~UE
83 cor-JT HJUE
NTEMp • NT
C CALCULATE CURVES rOR SiNGLE YALUE OF reAp
DO 9r) NQ-I,!)
F"Q • NQ
F"S - "IS
IFIFrUPINQII 5,86,8~
8S CONTINUE
WHITE",6!))
WHI Tr",67) NPLT
67 fORMATI2X~'PLOT NO' ',IIf)
WRITEl6,631 ITTLSYSII,NS),I.I,lZI
WRITEI6,66) FRAPINW),TEYAP.rEPPtTstNK
WRITEI6,70) SYMINSYMI,SYMI~SYMI,SYMCNSYM),SYMINSY~)'SYMINSYMI
WRITEC6,68)
DO 8lf NT.I.NTEMP
TOIF • T~DfNT)~TEVAP
DO 103 J.I.3
MM • "lCAROfNS.J)
DO 10lf NCO .. l,Mf04
IFITDIF.T".I~S.J.NtD)J 110.IIO.IOlf
10lf CONTINUE
liD yARlJ) • IYIINS,J,NCD)~YZIN5,J,NCD)I/IT1CNS,J.NCOI.T2INS,J.NCO)I
I _ITDIFwTIINS,J.NCO)I+YIIRS,J,NCOI
103 CONTINUE
IFltDIF·TH~INSt3.NCDI)I~D,rIfO,15D
150 NTEMp • NT - I -
GO TO 290
I~O CONTINUE
COplNTI • ,ARI I I
EPU~ INTI. YARl21
FWTINTI • yARl31
C CALCULATE ALL POINTS FOR SINGLf SYSTEM
C TEST FoR coP BEING INPUT A5 rU~CTION OF C~RNOT CoP
If ITMXCNS •• ,II) ID 6 t.06 t IO?
106 EFF • O.
GO TO 108
107 HM • NCAROINS,lfl
DO 209 NCO •• ,MM
IFI TOI' ~TMXINS,lf,NCO)' 'lo.2In,Z09
20' CONTINUE
NTEMp - NT .. I
GO TO 290
210 EFr-· IYIINS,lf.NCPI"YZINS,'.NCD')/ITIINS.If.NCOI"TzINS,If,NCOI)
I -ITolr·TIINs,lf,NCO) )+YIIN$,~,NCOI
coplNTI • ~,r-cCopINT'
EPUrINT) • COPINT)
108 CONTINUE
EppT • FEPP/£PUFINTI
RPT-- 11,+I.ICOPINTII-FRAPINQI/~REJCNTI
WTINTI _ EPPT+RPf+FWTINTI
WRJTE16,621 TROINT) ,WT INT) ,COPINTI,CCOPI~TI,EPPT,RpT .nnINT),
1 EPUFINT'
8"1 CONTINUE C-12
NTEI'lP • !IlT
TABLE C-2 CONTINUED
.12- 290 CONTINUE
[73- IfI NTEMPI90,90,92
i7~. 92 CONTINUE
115. C ORAW CURVE fOR FRAPINQI AND SY~TEMCNSI
176a CALL PLOTIV CI,I,TROCII,WTflliNTEMP.'I,SYMCNSyMII
177. N5yM • N5Y~+1
17S- IF INSYM.ISI 90,90,91
179- 91 NSyM • I
ISO- 90 CONTINUE
lSI- 86 CONTINUE
lS2- GO TO 161
183- 5 WRlrEI6,6~1
i8~- 6 CO~·INUE
18S- STOP
186- END
C-13
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APPENDIX D
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS SPECIFIC
WEIGHT COMPARISON
This section presents the specific weight data generated in this study.
Conventional radiator specific weights are presented in Table D-l. The specific
weights for the 5 refrigeration systems described in Section 4.0 are presented
on pages D-4 through D-124. The computer routine discussed in Appendix. C was
used in calculating these results. The results are presented as specific
weight as a function of radiator (i.e., condenser) temperature for various values
of evaporator temperature (TEVAP), radi~tion sink temperature (TSINK), Power
Penalty (FEPP), and radiator area penalty (FRAP). The waste-heat utilization
penalty (FTHER) is zero in all cases pr~ented.
TABLE D-l-
CONVENTIONAL RADIATOR SYSTEM TOTAL WEIGHT
WT= FWT + (FRAP/ QREJ )
WT= 8.5 Ib/KW +(FRAP/QREJ)
TSINt} = OaF
TEVAP* SPECIFIC SYSTEM WEIGHT WT (lb!KW)
OF FRAP = .1 FRAP = .6 FRAP = 1.0
40 20.8 ** 82.3 ** 131. 5 **
45 19.4 73.9 117.5
50 18.2 66.5 105.2
65 15.6 50.9 79.3
TSINK = 20°F
40 32.0 149.5 243.5
45 27.0 119.5 193.5
50 23.7 99.6 160.5
65 18.2 66.6 105.3
TSINK = -15.9°F
40 17.9 64.6 102.1
45 17.0 59.2 93.1
50 15.6 54.8 85.6
65 14.5 44.3 68.2
* TEVAP is the mean of the inlet and outlet temperatures
of the heat exchanger and is to be equal to the effec-
tive radiator temperature.
**Plotted in Figure 5-6, with ~EJ = 0.008 KW/ft2
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